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In Our 90th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Ahem,,)n, November 21, 1969

Several Local home enanomics
teachers attended a Kentucky
Horne Economics Teacher Education Conference at Rough
Riven State Park last week.
The theme of the meeting was
"Updating Home Economics
Teacher Education Programs in
Kentucky". The consultant was
Dr- Albert Hill of Washington
University,
Sate
Pullman,
Washington.
Those attending were Dr.
Alice Koenecke, chairman of
the home economics depart*Ant, Murray State; Miss Paul* Waggener, home econom10 education, Murray State;
iiiss Jewel Deene Ellis, itinerant teacher trainer; Mrs. Lucy
Lilly, supervising teacher, Murray High School; Miss Sue Fairless, supervising teacher, Murray University School; Mrs.
Mary Lawson, supervising teacher, Reiciland High School.
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Large Group Meets
In Opposition To
Proposed Tax Plan

Home Economics
Teachers Attend
Kentucky Meeting

Voyagers

o Begin Trip Home
Today At 2:49 p.m.

10* Per Copy

Approximately seventy Persians met yesterday at 4:00 p.
hy Al. ROSSITIIR JR.
m, to discuss their opposition
UPI Apace Writer
to the proposed paYrall and oc•
SPACE CENTER, Houaton
cupational license tax Which is
(UPI) — Apollo 12's explorers,
to be considered by the City
DepartArts
The Creative
having set off vibrations like
Rev. Warren Danskin
Council neat Tuesday, Novemmete of the Murray Woman's ber 2.5.
-• gong in a belfry" by crashClub will have an all day meeting their module Intrepid on
A steering committee coming at the club house on Mon- posed of R. L. Ward, Jack Brythe moon, went sightseeing in
day, November 24, starting at and and Robert Moyer heads up
lunar orbit today and snapped
9:30 a. m.
pictures of future landing sites.
the group of merchants and emRev. and Mrs. Wayne ChestMiss Jeanette Cathey will ployees who opposed the new
Their three-day, quarter-miler of Big Sandy, Tenn., will be
conduct the workshop on "Mak- tax. Bradburn Hale was named
lion mile voyage back home was
the guest speaker at the First
ing Christmas Mobiles".
scheduled to begin at 3:49 p.m.
A member of the pioneering Members should bring two treasures of the group.
United Pentecostal Church, 310
(EST) when a blast from YanRobert Moyer opened the
- American mission
Brazilian
Irvan
on
Murray,
Avenue,
SunSALE
RUMMAGE
light weight wire coat hangers, meeting with a review of the
Dr. Chad Stewart, Chairman,
kee Clipper's main engine gives
Danskin,
Warren
team,
Rev.
day.
wire cutters, staples and staple
Department of Health Physical
Charles "Pete" Conrad, Richoccupational license
A Christmas Bazaar and nun which launched social action gun if have it, construction pa- Mayfield
and Recreation, MurEducation
ard F Gordon and Alan L.
tax under which the local ordde
in suburban Rio
programs
for
present
be
Sunwill
They
sale
on
be
mage
Satheld
will
paper,
Christmas
per, .,foil or
ray State University was guest
Bean the speed necessary for a
inance is patterned, and explainJaneiro, will speak at Lynn
day School at ten am., the
speaker at the Wednesday urday morning, November 22, Grove United Methodist Church, paper glue, scissors, and glit- ed the various schedules under
South Pacific splashdown Mon11
at
service
morning worship
morning Optimist Club break- beginning at 7:00 a.m. at the Sunday morning, November 23, ter, according to Mrs. Henry which merchants and firms in
day.
a.m., and the evening worship fast Dr. Stewart provaled club
erican Legion Hall. The sale
Holton.
The triumphant pilots were
the city would be taxed under
at 11:00 a.m. and he will speak
service at 6:30 pm.
Persons are asked to bring a the new plan.
members with information con. ar being Fponsored by the Wo- at Kirksey United Methodist
men's
SerSociety of Christian
sack lunch. Mrs. Holton, Mrs.
cerning the Roy Stewart St-ad.
Jack Bryan passed out lists
on vice, Goshen United Methodist (Continued On Page Twelve) Albert Koertner, and Mrs. Cal of the members of the city
The members and the public mm now under construction
Oburch.
Luther.
council and also passed out paare invited to hear these speak- the Murray campus. es
the--ameetattending
Guests
per and envflopes toahoseyraii7.
ers.
Mayfield,
were Larry
ing
-eat an urged that --letiorielie"—
.ajananamaky.... who As
written then to the council exLt. Governor for the Kentuckypressing opposition to the new
West Virginia District, Optimist
tax plan.
International and • Mr.- Larry
Bryan read a suggested letTwo calls were answered by ter which persons attending
--Assec:--Proteggerf Geothe Murray Fire Department on could use as follows "With all
logy Department, Murray State
Thursday.
University.
that
due respect I am opposed to the
figure
general
in
People
Leslie R. Putnam, retired
an illness
The first was at 10 a.m. to payroll and occupational license
Club President Jerry Bowden member of the music faculty his death followed
you know what they are talking
May
born
was
He
days.
of six
the Triangle Inn where CO2 tax as it, is now proposed". He
announced the establishment of
about when they ask a questThe Calloway County Home- with Mrs Ray lireaah, presi- the Murray Optimist Club of the Fine Arts Department of 8, 1885, in Iowa to the late was used to extinguish flames stressed that this was merely
ion. For inctance, "do you know
Murray
was
State
University,
dent, presidieg.
Henry Putnam and Cornelia from a grease fire.
Program available
a suggested letter and that
where it went?" Our reply is makers Clubs held a dual meet&dined by death this morning Ann Chamberlain Putnam.
Officers ginning day WU Scholarship
ing
on
At 8:30 p.m. the firemen those present could use their
deThursday,
area
this
in
men
November
young
went?"
20,
to
what
where
know
"do I
12:55 at the Murray-Calloway
from
held at the Community Centex
retired
Putnam
Prof.
were called to Kentucky Fried own words.
siring to attend Murray State Ceounty
with the special guest being
the music faculty at Murray Chicken but the fire from a
University.
He urged that all present at"What did you do with that
of
and
84
He
I
age
years
was
Mrs. Maxine Griffin, area proState in 1955. He was a mem- fuse was out on arrival of the tend the city council meeting
program will go in
This
paper?" Our answer, "What did
gram chairman. "Keys To A
firemen.
next Tuesday.
effect with the fall term, 1970
we do with what paper""
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Good Lesson" was the subject and principals and guidance
Mr. Maher said that a numby Mrs. Griffin.
program
the
of
ber of marthents got toge4har
omit of these goes first"
cclarr
a were made by-the
providislast Tuesday and asked hini to
will be idia°
ATTEMPTED BREAKIN
i in 'this county Le
wet, wirhieli'one of What
The Junior Civitan Club will cil to hold its annual day and 4.444411"""""
be present since he had predetails.
necessary
the
ed
with
first".
Saturday,
on
have a 'slave day
hobby show the last week of
viously expressed opposition to
Funding for this Scholarship
Sheriff Fannie Stubblefield
November 22, from eight a.m. March. Mrs. Harry Lee Garland
DepartThe Murray Police
the tax plan. The group was orProgram will be derived from said they have had numerous Bro. Lloyd Mayer of Murray,
"Oci you think he was right to to five p.m
and Mrs. James Witherspoon
ment was called to the Murray ganized at that time.
conducted
have done that?" Our answer,
complaints regarding damage to retired minister, will be the
The cost will be $1.00 per were appointed to the annual a Cushion Sale to be
Approximately forty heads of
on Nos ember 25, 1969 from the mailboxes in Calloway County. speaker at both the morning University School on Thursday
"do we think who was right to person for any odd jobs per- day committee.
Home/ Price of the businesses were present with
morning.
to
9:00
a.m.
p.m.,
5:00
hours
have done what?"
The sheriff stated this was a and evening services of the Mesons need to have done. Call The Council made plans to
Security Office Murray State, the remainder being employees.
Optimist Club federal offense to damage any
753-7747 for an appointment for improve the Assembly Room at and the annual
morial Baptist Church on Sun- said an attempt was made to
Several questions were asked
held
be
to
Sale
Tree
inChristmas
"What de you think of that
United States government pro- day, November 23.
a slave for the day.
(Continued On Pats Twelve) at the Murray City Park, Tennis
prize the door open, but the by those present. The question
last
occurred
that
tident
10:50
the
perty and persons are urged to
at
speak
He will
Court aeginning on December notify the sheriff or postoffice a. m and 8:30 p. m. services person or persons were unable was asked if the tax issue could
aught?" Our answer, "what do
to get into the building accord- be brought to a vote before the
Decemthrough
running
that
and
1
incident
what
of any damage to their mailwe think of
The public is Invited to atpeople. Mr. Moyer said not since
to the police report.
ing
24,
ber
occurred last night?"
boxes.
tend.
this was a permissive tax.
President Bowden urges all
Someone asked if the records
citizens of Murray and CalloThis could go on forever. Peoon the occupational license tax
these
support
to
County
that
way
idea
the
have
ple generally
would be kept secret and Moyer
two worthwhile fund raising
just because they are thinking
answered that they were supprojects. All proceeds are re3f some subject or incident, that
posed to be confidential. This
tained for use in this area and
automatically, you should be
question was in reference to
contrias
purposes
such
for
go
thing.
same
the
thinking of
the fact that the occupational
butions to the Murray Basebaal
license tax is figured on gross
Assn., Murray Little League
No exclude all lawyers howFootball Program, Purchasing
Lions arid pointed out a num- tract based on services provid- volume. Several present expressBy GLEN CARPENTER
ever, since they deal in specied their opposition to the idea
— ber of problems Thursday while ed.
of textbooks for needy high
FRANKFORT, Ky,
fics. With them, a thing is eithof revealing their gross volume
OptiNeeded
the
Commissioner
Leadership
and
the
studeets,
beRevenue
school
or
amendment
discussing
Slate
black
er this way or that,
of
business since it might be
gois
what
Program.
leadership
said
voiced
Scholarship
Luckekt
Luckett
Club
fore
on
the interim committee
mist
James E.
white, you either did or did not,
had been thought—that imple- revenue and appropriations.
ing to be needed during the available to others.
therefore when they ask a quesThe meeting was held to forty
1970 session to prevent what
menting the Farmlands Constition they usually make it clear
He led off by saying that he termed a "great upheaval five minutes yesterday and endapproved
Amendment
tutional
speakirg.
about what they are
recently by the electorate is not there is no way the amendment of assessment processes" and ed with more paper and encan go into effect by Jan. 1. He the adoption of a "crash-type" velopes being handed out so
going to be an easy task.
Their questions usually contain
said tax rates have already been program. He urged committee that those present could write
quesseveral
raised
Lucked,
leave
which
phrases
clarifying
set for 1970 and "whether they members to have their legisla- a note of opposition to each
LEXINGTON, Ky. TIPD — Jack
can be revised by Jan. 1 of tive colleagues take a long and of the twelve councilmen.
Icontinued On Page Tweivel
Welch, chairman of the State
1971, 1972 or 1973 is a deciThe proposed pPyroll and ocNall Christy
Franklin Jones
Agricultural Stabilization and
sion that must be made by the
(Continued On Page Twelve)
(Continued On Page Twelve)
Conservation Service CommitGeneral Assembly."
tee, has issued a warning to
tobacco producers against tryThe essense of Luckett's mes-ing to sell off-type darwk, airsage was caution. The amend—
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
cured tobacco as burley.
ment would allow assessment
There is no superstition in- and taxation of agricultural or
United Pesos latersatiesal
At a meeting of the ASCS volved, but 13 days from now horticultural property on a
EMEIMEMEMEMINIMMINIMMIli
here Thursday, Welch announ- automobile insurance compan- "use" rather than "potential"
ced that the full burley pen- ies operating in Kentucky will value. It would also permit
West Kentucky: Partly cloualty of 55 cents a pound would be able to raise their basic liab- varying tax rates within a distoday.
warmer
dy and a little
Murray State
University's and auxiliary enteipnses are
Bales of ility insurance rates for properClear and cool again tonight.
Brother Franklin H. Jones versity. He received the Ed.D. be imposed against any
proposed budget for the next added to the state appropriat5.5
of
average
an
Sunny and warmer Saturday. assistant professor of educat- degree in 1967 from the Uni- such tobacco and added that ty damage
biennium includes state appro- ions to provide a total income
allotment reductions would be per cent throughout the state.
High today 58 to 84, low tonight ion at David Lipscomb College, versity of Mississippi.
priation requests of $12,489,- picture for each biennium year.
imposed against offenders.
State Insurance Commission34 to 42, high Saturday in the Nashville, with brother Neil
Lipscomb's department of
980 for 1970-71 and $14,371,592
Dr. Sparks noted that the
announced
Preston
D.
Robert
enlisted
er
He said ASCS has
SOs Sunday mostly cloudy and Christy, junior speech major education is accredited by the
request is based on a
for 1971-72.
budget
proposincreases
rate
Thursday
warmer with chance of rain.
from the college, will be lead- National Connell for Accredita- local ASCS committees and govCounthe
to
state
Submitted
enrollment increase
projected
rating
ers in a workshop in Murray on tion of Teacher Education, and ernment agencies in efforts to ed by the insurance
cil on Public Higher Education of five per cent for each bienhave
month
board
this
being
earlier
seed
tobacco
out
inferior
Unit
Spann,
DATA
S.
LAME
Seaman Ricky
November 22.
for review in Frankfort Fri- nium year. The average ennual
(Continued On Page Twnlve) passed off as burley.
been approved and will go into ed States Navy, son of Mr. and
High school and junior high
day, the requests are part of a full-time-equivalent enrollment
rate
the
is
said
He
Dec.
3,
effect
He said special vigilance
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m 354 8, school students throughout the
Mrs. William E. Spann and hus- total budget amounting to $18, increase each fall of the fivebeing maintained in Western increases were needed because band of the f inner Miss De- 558,700 for 1970-71 and $20,up 0.3; Below dam 3036. up area are invited to participate
year period from 1965 through
Kentucky counties and noted of the rising cost of automobile borah K. Ninness, all of Casey 685,900 for 1971-72.
gates open.
1.
in the workshop, which will be
1969 has been 7.8 per cent at
insurbring
and
repairs
would
been
have
visits
inspection
that
vole, is serving aboard t he
held at the Seventh and Poplar
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, univer- Murray State.
more
guard
$732,000
ance companies
made to several barns to
Barkley Lake, 7 a m 354.3, Street Church of Christ. Young
minesweeper USS Detector with sity president, said approval of
He said the "changing face"
against co-mingling of tobaccos. in policy premiums next year. the U.S. Second Fleet in the the budget request "will enable
down 0.1; Below dam 3153. up men of this congregation will
Books
Great
Discussion
in
The
of
increases
the university points up the
no
There
be
will
12.0.
Ciriobean
be leaders on the program,
Murray State University to ac
increases
Group will meet on Monday,
bodily injury liability or mediis the grandson of Mr. complish its responsibilities necessity tor budget
Spann
which will open at 2:30 p.m.
November 24, at seven p.m. at
and made specific mention of
cal cnverage rates.
Sunset 4:44; sunrise 6:41.
Mrs. Paul Spann of Lynn during the next biennium."
and
and continue until 9:00 p.m.
the Murray-Calloway County
the need to compete salarywise
Preston said he felt the in. Grove and Mrs. Cletus Cooper
Moon set 3:18 a.m.
After inspirational singing, to
Following the council's re•
Library.
"excesneither
to attract and to retain competweie
creases
if Hazel
be led by a Lipscomb student,
view, the budget request will be
expecially those
Mrs. Ernestine Duey will be
FIVII-DAY FORECAST
The Alpha Department of the dye, inadequate, nor unfairly
Detector is participating forwarded to the state depart- ent faculty,
The
Brother Christy will speak on
degrees, and the
Kentucky: Temperatures will "What Is Christianity?" From the leader for the book on "Le- Murray Woman's Club will have discritninatm y."
in Operation Staffex XIII off ment of finance and to the gov- with doctoral
Here are rate increases for the coast of the Island of Vie- ernor for use in the prepara- higher debt service expense
its luncheon meeting at the
average near normal Saturday Marion, Ohio, he is enrolled in viathan" by Hobbs.
are
aturged
to
members
All
brought on by several campus
basic
$5,000 policies as requir- gues with units of the Atlantic
club
NoKentucky
house
on Saturday.
through Wednesday.
Lipscomb's ministerial training
tion eta state general fund construction projects.
ed by law in selected areas:
normal highs are 47 to 58 and program and is one of the out- tend and visitors are invited:. vember 22, at noon.
Fleet.
biennium budget for consideranormal lows 29 to 35. Slight standing young evangelists of
While deployed in the Carib- tion by the 1970 legislature.
Present New
"More than 54 per cent of
De. C. S. Lowry will speak
NOW YOU KNOW
%arming late this week. Turn- his age. He will speak again at
he will have the opportbean
State appropriations to Mur- the student enrollment is now
according
Policy",
'Foreign
on
•
Rate
of
middle
Rate
ing colder about the
unity to visit San Juan, Puerto ray State for the currant bien- .at the upper division and gradthe close of the program on
by United Press International to the department officers.
next week.
Rico and St. Thomas, Virgin nium are $6,214,220 for 1968- uate levels," he explained. "This
"I Am His".
$34
$39
Louisville
Because of the equatorial
Total rainfall will average
Islands, and will represent the 69 and $8,152,050 for 1969-70. changing errollment pattern
Brother Jones, who was for
Jewel
33
•
Lexington
Iloatesses will be Miss
from a quarter to one half an FOC years principal of the Fax. bulge the earth's diameter at
U.S. Navy on a good will trip Total budgets for the two years necessitates a more highly tra•
Carr. Cdv.-Newpote
29
25
nch. Showers most likely over on Elementary School in Mur- the equator is 27 miles longer Deene Ellis, Miss Ann
Puerto Plata, Dominican Re- are $13,237,489 and $14,653,230.
to
Mrs Paducah
79
the weekend and early next ray, has both his BS and M A. than the ,fiameter from pole to Miss Frances Brown, and
public.
Estimated income from fees
(Continued On Page Twelve)
29
ao
.
Ower-'
27
le
Rolf E. P. King.
reek.
degrees from Murray State Uniaager to get back Conrad asked
if they had enough fuel to speed
up• the trip so they would return A day early, but ground
controllers said no.
"Ok, no problem," said the
veteran space commander. "No
problem at all."
Lass Time in LRL
"That's one less day in the
LRL Lunar Receiving Laboratory Ed Gibson," Conrad said
The asronauts must remain in
quarantine in Houston until
Dec. 10 to make certain they
picked up no alien germs dur2 miles of hiking on
/
ing their 11
the dusty lunar surface.
Today's lunar orbital flight
was devoted to scouting potential landing sites for future
Apollo crews. On Yankee Clipper's 40th pass, Conrad said,
"We've got Dick working this
pass.
"Al and I are sightseeing.
(Continued On Paige Twelve]

Dr. Chad Stewart is showing members of the Optimist
Club an architect's drawing of the Roy Stewart Stadium now
under construction at Murray State.

Rev. Wayne Chester 0 t• •
Guest Speaker At
Pentecostal Church

p 'mists

Hold Meet
Wednesday

Seen&Heard
Around
CalroWay Hoiriemakirs
Murray

Creative Arts To
Meet On Monday

Missonary Will
Speak At Kirksey,
Lynn Grove, MSU

asses...

_
Fire. DepartrneWTi
Called Out Twice

way; Well Known Here

Council Meeting Thursday

at

Slave Day Planned
By Junior Civitans
•.

railbox Damns, Is
'Reported In Counti

Lloyd Mayer
Memorial Speaker

Farmlands Amendment Will Not Be
Easy To Implement Says Luckett

Warning Issued On
Mixing Of Tobaccos
_

Rate Increases On
Car Insurance Set
For December 1

Weather Report Jones And Christy Are
Leaders For Workshop

Budget Request Of $18.5
Million Submitted By MSU

Ricky S. Spann Is
Serving In Navy
On USS Detector

Great Books Group
To Meet On Monda)

Dr. C. S. Lowry
Is Alpha Speaker
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL

MONTGOMERY, Ala.. Vice Presid
ent Spiro T. Agnew continuing
his attacks on the news media:
But suppose your only disabili
ty
"The day when the network
commentators and even gentlemen is pain. Must you grit your teeth
and continue to work, or may
from The New York Times enjoye
you
d a form of diplomatic immunity stay
from comment and criticism of
at home and expect a governwhat they said is over."
ment check?
In the first place.
WASHINGTON - Senate Minority
Leader Hugh Scott commenting hard to measure, the since pain is
on the drive to secure enough
law takes a
votes for Judge Clement Haynsworth's close look at the
surrounding cirapproval to the Supreme Court
today:
cumstances to decide just how bad
"The pressure on me relaxe
d notably. Nobody has bothered your pain really is. Consider this
me except the letter writers.
case:
. they tend to be on the emphat
ic
side."
A teleph
one operator tried to

collect disability benefits on
the
SPACE CENTER , Houston
- Dr. Vernher von Braun, noted ground that a pelvic injury had
rocket scientist, commenting on
the Apollo 12 mission:
"This flight sufficiently proves
that scientists can go where
they want to go and land where
they want to land."

Tv

0\

WHAT IT COSTS TO CREATE A JOB

Payments for Pain?

FRIDAY — NOVEMBER 21. 1969

PAG

It's your ECONOMY

FAMILY LAWYER

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letter
s to the Editor.
Under the federal Social Security
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are
not for the beet
Act, even though you have not yet
interest of our readers.
reached the age of 65, you may
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WTTM
ER CO., 1500 rollect monthly benefits if you are
MadLion Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.,
New York, N.Y.. too "disabled" to work.
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit, Mica
You can usually qualify for these
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky,
for trans/Welkin ea benefits (after a waiting period) if
Second Class Matter
you have a major illness or physical handicap. As a rule, both of
SITBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray per
,
week 35e, per
these are considered disabling.
Month $1.5.2 In Calloway and adjoining counties,
per year, OM;
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere 418.00. All service subscr
iptions 18-00.1
"The Outstanding Civic Ainet at a Community is
tie
Integrity et its Newspaper"

FRIDAY — NOVEMBER 21. 19c..,

Capital invested per employee in manufacturing industries
left her in pain. However, in a
court hearing, the govetnment
pointed out that the pain was not
bad enough to keep the woman
from doing the usual household
chores—without wearing any kind
of supporting garments.
Thereupon the court turned
down her claim, saying the eNidence simply did not add
up to a
pain that was truly disabling.
Furthermore, pain that would
keep you from doing heavy physical labor may not qualify you
as
disabled if you are trained to do
less strenuous work.

Thus, a market manager was
denied disability benefits even
though he was having back trouble
.
The court said his skills in management, being mainly mental, could
be put to good use without ans
great physical distress.
Nontheless, the law does ordinarily give a claimant the benefit
of the doubt. When a manual
laborer with tormenting backaches
tried to collect as a disabled person, the court upheld his claim
even though it was not literally impossible for him to work.
The judge commented:
-The notion that pain must be
endured, no matter how severe or
overpowering, is contrary to disability provisions of the Social
Security Act, which were intended
to ameliorate some of the rigors
that life imposes."

20 Years Ago Today
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Tobacco
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Chemicals

TWO go_pouNDERS—Presi en
on
oronuor atile
introduced to two 40-pound turkeys for Thanksgiving Day,
presented at the White House by the National Turkey
Federation. They come from Virginia's Shenandoah Valley,

Primary metal

it

All Manifactvrieg
Leather

7 /4

Stone, clay
and glass

MURRAY DRIVE-IN THEATRE
011

z

TONITE & SAT.
1st

Printing and
publishing

Feature Tonite

,

1

HERBERT B. LEONARD
presents
Data: :ntisrnat Revenue Sorstc• and Masan of Lobo.' Statistics

Ten Years Ago Today

Abandoned Car Traced
To A Michigan Youth

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Plow up a
storm!

ALMANAC

The Gulf Viking
Winter Tire

7

'THUNDER ROAD'

vi

Robert Mitchum

1

* SUNDAY thru WEDNESDAY
4.
A'
i'
t

his doing this, it has meant much
to Calloway County dairymen. It
WASHINGTON - An investigatio
seems that this county, almost
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
n describing Madame Phuong,
reputed figure in Vietnam black
over night, went from a predommarket scandal:
"She blends the serenity and
inatel
y agricultural county to an
Oriental calm of the Buddha with
the decadence of a Parisian
industrial one. Every responEdd WIWI died today at the home of a daughter, Mrs. Ebe
drinker. She is sensual and invitin
'Shoe
Darrel
by
maker
l
g Lyons.
even as she approaches middle
sible man that wants to work has
age."
4a. job. Even though farming is
Sherwood Potts of the Coldwater community won the alt
still a big enterprise in the
division of the County Corn Derby.
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Colson and a Continuing from my last little county, it is almost impossible
column, Mr. Paxton, of WPSD- to hire additional farm labor.
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wade Joseph.
I have been writing this column
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Hugh
L. Houston and Dr. James C. Hart attended TV, made a friend for life with
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
the 43rd annual meeting of the Southern Medical Association at ate, with his statement concern- for several months. I did it for
ing his stations own policy of the purpose of keeping my mind
Cincinuati, Ohio.
selecting news on an unbiased employed. I had no idea of ever
Dr, Louis C. Ryan and Dr. James
Byrn 'attended a contact lens
basis. They refused to spot-light writing this much, and hadplanmseminar in Chicago, Ill,
Cairo's trouble, which is in our ed this to be my last column,
The Thanksgiving day menu at the Murra
y Hospital will include
own backyard. It was reported, but I have had calls and letters
turkey and all the trimmings, according
to Administrator Bernard
but not empashized by that stat- from many people who say they
C. Harvey.
ion or the local area newspapers. actually enjoy reading it, this I
The United Fund appeal reach $19,76
3.31 in its drive toward
It was a shock to wake up and appreciate. Should I continue or
the 1960 goal.
see the ground covered with not? Write Jim Waliams of the
Dr. Don Hughes who is interning at Charit
y Hospital, New Orleasnow. Such a drastic change mak- Ledger (1 1 Times your opinion.
ns, La. , is visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Hughes.
es it hard for people and livesto- Please do it NOW so we will
GOLDEN POND, Ky., Nov. 20,
John Lyon, LBL public relations ck to adjust to it quickly. Ther know if its worth the spac,e
--A mail spans car abandoned
ete
e tak s in the Dre
director.
are many still living thatremlts.
s s;
or, not
en RIgftway 68 near Kentucky
ee.
- -*--bet the really big snow of the
Boyd,
accord
ing
relativ
to
es
Lake has been traced to a 1720th century, that fell about this
in
Flint,
has
an
aunt
living
in
year-old boy who has been missMetropolis, Ill. They did not time of the year, 1917, and staying from his home in Flint,
give her name.
all winter. I don't see how
And be at peace among yourselves. — 1 Thesizalonians 5:13. Mich., since Nov. 5.
people were able to move about
Deep inner peace is contagious.
TVA Land Between the Lakes
In four feet of snow, I sure
patrolmen found the car Nov. 7
hope we don't ever have to face
and this week determined that it
that experience. This weather
is the property of Steve Boyd,
has ceased the enjoyment of the
Deep Cleats with 2,426
By United Press Internatioal
identified as a short-order cook.
Today is Friday, Nov. 21, the riding clubs of this county. To
Boyd, NA officials have been
digging, gripping, biting,
informed, left home after a fam- 325th clay of 1969 with 40 to me the riding clubs are good
clean
entert
ainmen
t
for
all
ages.
follow
.
ily argument.
clinging edges.
The moon is between its first They have regular contests with
The car had run out of gasoW. have made an extensive survey of the merchants
trophies awarded the winners
line and was left unlocked by the quarter and full phase.
and business men of the city of Murray, and just can't
The morning stars are Venus In each of the various classes
find anyone who thinks the proposed payroll and occuof horses. Kim Puckett has one
side of Highway 68 at what is and Jupiter.
known as Fenton. The switct
pational tax Is necessary. In fact the opposition to the
The evening stars are Mercu- of the better racking horses as
key had been taken from the ry, Mars and Saturn.
evidenced by the trophies he
tax Is almost 1911 per cent. Will the very-very minute
car.
has . Gary Wicker has worked
On
this
day
in
histor
y:
minority who want the tax pleas* stand up. If you are
In 1877, Thomas Edison hard to promote the Wranglers
one of the small group who want the tax, will you please
Relatives said Boyd had only announced the invention of Club, The enjoyment is not limilet us know who you are — we just can't find anyone
$15 with him when he left home. what he called the talking ted to the youngsters because I
saw Purdom Lassiter riding a
TVA officials said they had no machine.
who Is in favor of the proposed tax.
horse
that I wish I owned.
reason to believe that foul play
In
1925, Harold "Red,
'
Jim Garrison, head of the Ryan
is involved in the case, or that Grange played his last varsity
MERCHANTS STEERING COMMITTEE
the place the car was left near football game for the Universi- Milk Co., has clone an
outstandthe lake has any significance.
ty of Illinois before signing with ing job in sales promot
Bradburn Hale, Treasurer
ion. By
"The driver of the car ap- the Chicago Bears.
peared to coast up to a stopping
In 1938, the Nazis took over
place in an access area," said the western regions of Czech°.
slovaida and
declared
all
persons in those areas German
YOU GET TRACTION
citizens.
WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE
In 1960, the first direct clash
between the Congolese army
TREAD DESIG

Let Me Write
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'

ALAN
ARKIN
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By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
CREATING a job is expensive—especially in manufactur
ing
where, on the average, the capital invested In
plant and
equipment per employee exceeds $20,000. In certai
n industries, such as tobacco and chemicals, the capital needs
are
much greater. In petroleum not shown) the invest
ment is
over $100,000 per employee. Constant innovation by
business
in new products and productive methods raises our
living
standards by widening the range of goods and by increa
sing
productivity and incomes of workers. The capita
l funds
needed for such innovation depend on an adequate
flow of
savings from the public and from business itself in the
form
of depreciation reserves and retained profits.
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LATE SHOW SAT. 11:00 P.M. *
A FILM FROM INGMAR BERGMAN

Gulf Viking Winter Tire

THANKSGIVING SALE

and United Nations troops took
place in Leopoldville.

BRAND NEW 1970 OLDSMOBILES AND PONTIUS
GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES
SAVE

..
$SW

* BONNEVILLE

SAVE . . .
$400

* GRAND PRIX

1800

* CATALINA

$700

* LeMANS

$500
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PETER DENNIS
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One of the three Cadillac Station Wagons in the
United States will be on display Wednesday, November 26 at Sanders-Purdom.

104 Main Street

•

to stop quicker on snow,

(WINNER "BEST FILM" CANNES FILM

DON'T MISS IT!!

SANDERS -I- Pv

•

to help keep you moving or
'A LYRIC. TRAGIC SONG OF THE
ROAD! AN HISTORIC ItiOvir"
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NICE SELECTION OF USED CARS GOING
AT BARGAIN PRICES!!
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* Now Showing!*
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* PONTIACS *

* OLDSMOBILES
* 911 HOLIDAY SEDAN
* DELTA CUSTOM
* CUTLASS SUPREME
* CUTLASS

A thought for theday: Daniel
Webster said, "Let our object
be our country, our whole
country and nothing but our
country."

iNTILLMANN N1AX VON-SYDOW GUNNAR BJORNSTRAN
D

"CAESAR'S WIFE can do no
wrong,- the saying goes, but
according to police a U.S.
senator's can. So. Mrs. Jane
y - Hart- ratixsv-e-f;- fe of Sen.

A. _Bart.
out on $2.5 bail in Washington for participating in that
nti-war demonstration at
the Pentagon during Vietnam Moratorium activities,

TROTTERS
641 South
CAIN 8. TAYLOR
6th & Main
LASSITER-McKINNEY
9th & Sycamore

Reserved Performance
Tickets On Sale for
7: Show
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Two Best Offensive Teams In Lions Seek
OVC To Clash At Western Sat. Revenge In
Two Games

Kreatly

TIMES

FRIDAY — NOVEMBER 21, 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

SPORTS

Tennessee Places Five Gridders On
All SEC Team To Lead Balloting

touchdowns and a two - pointer, Mathews, Yanossy and Buz Morand
Is eighth nationally in scoring row of Ole Miss and
age 01 397.6 yards a game. WesBy Joe Toni Erwin .
with 92 points. That's the high- Worth Mc Clure, also of Ole
tern has averaged 334.3 yards.
est total in the SEC since 1952 Miss.
Haug has completed 143 of 271
No championships will be at
ATLANTA (UP!) — The way and he needs only three points
By United Press International
By United Press International
stake and Murray State has
Archie Manning keeps bucking to top all scorers since Jackie
passes for 2051 yards and 18
ready assured itself a winning touchdowns. Vance has complet.
ATLANTA (UPI) — The 1969
odds, you'd think he was a Parker set the league record
the
The Detroit Lions, who don't
The St. Louis Blues figure the
season, but Saturday's game with ed 140 of 273 for 1729 yards and
Mississippi gambler.
United Press International All1952.
in
120
with
repeats
history
that
believe
acquisition of Phil Goyette at a
Western at Bowling Green is 14 TD's„ Ravg's completion perManning, a junior quarter- Alvarez, a Cuban whose fam- Southeastern Conference football
Itself, will try to prove it twice bargain price could key them to
still the one the Racers would centage is .516, Varices' .513.
who led the Ole Miss Reb- ily fled Castro's regime, is the team:
back
In a five-day span next week. another Western DIVISIOn title.
roost like to win this year.
OFFENSE
els past Louisiana State and nation's No. 2 pass receiver
Haug has 1975 yards total offenrecent history in the
It's
Goyette, who came to the
The game should be a great se, Vance 1917.
Tennessee into the Sugar Bowl,
school
name
Pos,
yards
1,092
National Football League that Blues from the New York
for
with 73 catches
one for fans. It will match the
Miss, St,
Is in the otherwise all-sophoCHEYENNE, Wyp,
Each team has three receiv- two of the Lions' three losses
needs SE Sammy Milner
He
touchdowns.
10
and
Louis'
St.
for
return
Rangers in
te. 1 and 2 offensive teams in ers in the OVC's top 10, For
the 1969 AllTenn.
this season have come at the first choice in the amateur The State of Wyoming Thurs- more backfield of
catches, 17 yards TE Ken DeLong
e Ohio Valley Conference and Western, Jay Davis has caught
football only seven
LT Bob Asher
Vandy
break
to
touchdown
hands of Green Say (28-17) and draft, took over the National day filed a motion in U.S. Southeastern Conference
and one
e No. 1 and 2 quarterbacks in 43 passes for 751 yards and 7
RT Mac Steen
Florida
District Court to dismiss a team announced today by Unit- SEC records for all three.
Minnesota (24-10),
Hockey League scoring lead lawsuit brought against Univer- ed Press International.
Murray's Matt Haug and West- touchdowns, Bill Rose 35 for
LG Alvin Samples
Alabama
in
SEC
the
But the Lions, who travel to
led
who
Milner,
night with a goal that sity
ern's Johnny Vance.
Manning won the quarterback
Tennessee
of Wyoming officials,
289 yards, and Jim Vorhees 28 Green Bey Sunday and then Thursday
year, is RG Chip Kell
his club beat the including the LW Board of post on the all-star team by a pass receptions last
Both teams have 5-3-1 records. for 265. Murray's Jack Wolf come back to host the Vikings helped
LSU
C
Zaunbrecher
Godfrey
conthe
second to Alvarez in
Minnesota North Stars, 3-1.
Western, however, is 4-2 and has 37 receptioos for 514 yards on
Miss,
Trustees, over the dismissal of comfortable margin over Flor- ference and sixth nationally QB Archie Manning
Thanksgiving Day, will
10th
The goal was Goyette's
tied for second place in the and 2 TD's, Billy Hess has 33 attempt to reverse both of
14 black athletes from the ida's record-setting passer John with 58 catches for 676 yards. RB Tommy Durrance Florida
of the season and gave him 30
OVC while Murray is 2-3-1 and for 461 yards and 3 TD's, and
R eaves— another sophomore.
RB Curt Watson
Tennessee
those decisions to keep alive points, one more than Boston's foottiall team.
in fifth place. The Racers, how- Rick Fisher 25 for 463 yards their slim hopes in the Central
Florida
Attorney General James E. Joining Manning In the offen- Watson, with two games to go, FL Carlos Alvarez
Bobby
defenseman
brilliant
ever, were the only team to and 5 TD's,
DEFENSE
Barrett, counsel for the defen- sive backfield on the ballots of has gained 692 yards rushing
Division race.
Orr,
make a dent in league champion
school
name
Pos,
dants, including leW President sportswriters and sportscasters and holds a 109-yard lead over
Fisher is Murray's livaitng
The Lions are 6-3, while
Goyette tied the score at 1-1 William D, Carlson and Head from throughout the Southeast runnerup Doug Matthews of Van LE Hap Farber
East Tennessee's record by ty- rusher with 819 yards in 149 Minnesota leads with an 8-1
Miss,
the
of
13:03
at
with his goal
ing the Buccaneers 10-10.
RE David Roller
Kentucky
Coach Lloyd Eaton, listed three were two of Reaves' Flo- Derbilt in that department.
attempts. Vorhees leads Wes- mark and that's the closest
second period after Claude
—
In OVC games, Western beat tern with 625 yards in 142 ties.
The three closest races in LT Frank Yalaossy Tennessee
race left in the NFL's four LaRose had scored for Minne- arguments for dismissal of the rida sophomore teammates
Tennessee Tech 42-0, Eastern
Auburn
blacks' lawsuit and asked the SEC scoring leader Tommy balloting for the all-SEC team RT David Campbell
Western's Vance is the OVC's divisions.
sota at 5:56 of the session.
27-26, Morehead 27-2, and Midd- leading punter with an average
and MG Steve Greer
Georgia
court to hand down a summary Durrance at running back and were between Durrance
In the other games Sunday,
took
Frank St, Marseille then
le Tennessee 28-14 and lost to of 39.5. Murray's Stan Watts is Dallas will be at Los Angeles,
LB Steve Kiner
Tennessee
judgment dropping the original flanker Carlos Alvarez, the
Austin Peay 26-27 and East Te- the league's leading kicking spec- Pittsburgh is at Minnesota, command of the game, break- action,
league's top pass receiver.
LB Mike Kolen
Auburn
the
of
16:46
at
tie
the
ing
nnessee 16-7, Murray beat More- ialist with 5 field goals and 21 New York is at Cleveland,
1ST
The other All-SEC running
LB George Bevan
The motion contended that:
middle period and adding an
head 13-7 and Austin Peay 53-41; PAT's.
HB Buddy McClinton Auburn
— The federal courts lack back is Tennessee sophomore
Washington,
Atlanta is at
Lost to Tennessee Tech 28-21, Murray's offensive unit will be Baltimore is at Chicago, San insurance goal at 1:58 of the jurisdiction because the suit is Curt Watson, the league's leadHB Tommy Casanova
ISIJ •
Middle Tennessee 31-24,and Eas- in top physical form for the Francisco is at New Orleans third period.
S
Miss.
Glenn Cannon
directed at the State of ing rusher.
has
Goyette
The 36-year-old
Seniors in Line
tern 34-13; and tied East Tenn- game, but the defense lost a key and Philadelphia is at St, Louis.
Wyoming, and thus is not
scored in each of his 16 games, type of legal action authorized Although there is not a senior
The Montreal Voyageurs were
essee.
man against Evansville, when
The most interesting game of
erasing the record of 15 by law.
einerous Thursday night.
the
backfield,
offensive
the
In non-league games, Murray tackle Jim Wilson hurt a knee. the
in
the
matches
weekend
They allowed Springfield to
beat Eastern Michigan 28-20, Wilson }pins halfback Lennie Jo. Capitol Division leader— Dallas straight set by Bobby Hull of — With one exception, none of flees of '70 is well represented
season.
last
Chicago
it was in the game when
think
4and
five
with
team
34-14,
'69
UPI's
on
Missouri
Southeast
the 14 black Athletes is a citizen
ilk and safety Kevin Grady on the — against the Coastal Division
The Philadelphia F 1 y ers or Wyoming and for that reason fensive linemen and nine o the Mike Corrigan tied the score
Evansville 4246. Western beat defense's dieebled list.
leader— Los Angeles.
edged the Los Angeles Kings, 3- their legal action is in violation 11 men on the defeasiee
t. for the Kings, 1-1, with a goal
Northern Illinois 14-12, lost to Western leads the series betSince both clubs have their
to at 8:35 of the first period,
The only other soph
Akron 21-18, and tied Indiana ween the two 16 games to 13. Six division titles all but clinched 2, on Jim Johnson's third-period of the llth Amendment of the
for their first victory sin* U.S. Constitution, which forbids make the 22-man honor team
State 7-7.
games have been ties. Murray and a loss won't hurt them, the goal
Montreal then went on a ramNov. 2., Philadelphia had to take
Tommy
Murray has gained more than won 17-14 last year.
game is mainly for prestige. the lead three times beforA sub a lawsuit against any was defensive halfback
with 10 straight goals to ROME (UPI)— The smart
page
450 yards total offense in each The game will begin at 1:30 Los Angeles is 9-0 and is
, state by citizens of another Casanova of Louisiana State,
Kings, ll-1, in the lone money stayed in Nino Benvenuthe
beat
Kings.
the
halting
of
Milner
Split end Sammy
of its last two games and lea.4 0-m•
state.
attempting to become the first
Hockey League action. ti's corner today for his
American
Bill
he
goal
Sutherland's
the OVC in offense vrith an averThe plaintiffs' • claim is Mississippi State, tight end Ken
NFL team to win its first 10
night middleweight
_
Saturday
first period was matched
games since the 1962 Packers Ross Lonsberry's tally for Lett "unsubstantial anct,frivolous." DaLong of Tennessee, defensive
The victory increased Montre- title defense against Cuban-born
Au..
of
Campbell
Dave
• On the latter point, the tackle
did it.
al's Eastern DIV/SIOD lead to Luis Rodriguez of Miami.
Angeles, Larry Hillman put the
KinIn the other games involving Flyers ahead 2-1 in the second defense motion noted that the burn and linebackers Steve
four points over Springfield and
A capacity crowd of 18,000 is
dismissal of the 14 athletes was er of Tennessee and leilKolen
division leaders, Cleveland
was achieved with Guy Cha. expected at the Palazzo Dello
period, but Eddie Shack tied it based on the, action by the of Auburn are all rehters it
hosts New York and Minnesota
tree's three-- goal "hat trick"
at 5t.42_ Of the third board of trustees after the
the 1968 team. Milner is and doubles by Pete Mahovlich Sport for the bout, which
hosts Pittsburgh. The Vikings again
42
experts figure is all Benvenuti's
scored
period. Johnson
fOotball players allegedly told a junior, the other four seniors. and Judes Drouin,
are favored by 19 and the
If the fight goes 15 rounds,
seconds later for the decisive- Gov.
interior
offensive
year's
and
This
Hathaway
Stan
ta's Peach Bowl which wound Browns by 131,2 and the only goal.
Benvenuti has won 79 of 83 pro
MOFFIT
DAVID
By
Carlson, they, would not play in line has Bob Asher of Vanderup in a real bind, waits until question seems whether or not
fights and Rodriguez 96 of 104
No other games were sch the Oct. 18 football game bilt and Mac Steen of Florida at
UPI Sports Writer
the date set by the NCAA to ey will cover the spread.
bouts.
duled.
Against Brigham Young Univer- tackles, Chip Kell of Tennessee
make its move.
Both fighters have something
Who'd
—
(UPI)
ATLANTA
Samples of Alabama UNDERGOES SURGERY
Alvin
wear
and
could
they
unless
ty
Elsewhere
Looked
SEATS ALLOTTED
In common entering the ring.
ZaunGodfrey
and
ever thought that Louisiana
guards
at
armbands.
protest
ilack
Sure, a lot of the bowls liked
Each won and lost a title fight._
State, the South's highest rank- the Bengals. But they too asThe defense motion also brecher of Louisiana State at DETROIT (UPI)-- Dave Biqg
YORK (UPI)— Penn
NEW
Emile Griffith. Rodriguez
with
will
Pistons
left
be
Detroit
would
the
of
team,
ing football
that the 14 black athletes center.
sumed that ESI: was Cotton
State, which plays Missouri in stated
The defensive line has iunior undergo surgery on his right entered this category in welterstanding when the music stop- Bowl-bound, so they make their
Hathaway
and
Carlson
told
had
the Orange Bowl Jan. 1, hail
ped in the bowls' game of mus- deals elsewhere,
ye Roller of Kentucky and foot and is expected to be out weight bouts with Griffith,
would not play for
ut the 12,000 seats allotted to ley
chairs?
ical
Hap Farber of Ole Miss at of action for three to four while Benvenuti won, lost and
The Sugar Bowl, which LSU
them on sale at prices of 37.50 Wyoming as long as Eaton
260-poued Freak YailoseY weeks, sing teak a bone in his regained the, bigger 160-pound
Somebody's got to be kidding.
ends,
as
coach.
head
emained
has hosted eight times, appar7
$6.00.
Atigelef middleweight brOwn against_ it
of Tennessee and Campbell at foot a aigainst Lou
etoare the Bengals, a sure ently was piqued when the BeeO
American.
of Tuesday night.,
Geer
wind up 9-1 with only a
Steve
and
tackles
gals let it be known, privately
middle guard.
int loss to Ole Miss marring
at
Georgia
more
were
they
that
of course,
their record, spending the holi- interested in spending New
Defensive Backfield
By United Press International
The linebackers are Kiner,
days at home while three of the Year's in Dallas than in New
Kolen and George Bevan of
six Southeastern Conference Orleans.
For the first time in years
LSU; the defensive halfbacks
teams which have bowl berths So, when Ole Miss turned in
have already lost three games. that stunning 38-0 victory over Joe Namath's ears grew r
Casanova and Buddy McClinton
when the partisan fans began
Actually, you can blame Noof Auburn; the safety Glenn
the
Tennessee,
3rd-ranked
then
Cannon of Ole Miss.
tre Dame and the fact that the Sugar Bowl people quickly cheering his moves last Satur day
triumph.
Thus, Tennessee, ranked No.
Bengals failed to hedge their turned to the Rebels. Anyway, against Kansas City. But he has
STEVE SMILANICH
By
Penn
as
tabbed
,Missouri,
10 nationally and with a 7-1
bowl bet. LSU put all its chips they reasoned, Ole Miss beat been advised not to worry, that
UPI Sports Writer
Orange
the
in
State's opponent
It's really the fault of the Jets'
record, takes team honors with
on the Cotton Bowl, which grab- LSU, didn't it?
Bowl, plays at Kansas with the five All-SEC players, Ole Miss,
bed the Fighting Irish when That victory affected two oth- defense that his passes have
The mighty Buckeyes, ranked Tigers favored by 15 to beat the
Gator Bowl-bound Florida, Sluethey became a "Surprise bowl er bowls. Tennessee w a s sup- gone astray.
The Jets lead second-place No. 1 and bidding for a second Big Eight Conference team.
candidate.
Orange Bowl Houston by two games in the consecutive national champion- Eighth -ranked Louisiana l bonnet Bowl-bound Auburn and
the
have
to
posed
You've got to remember that sewed up but that bowl quickly
8th-ranked, stay-at-home LSU
ship, could lock or unlock the
squeezed out of the
all have three representatives
no bowl, except maybe Sum- turned to Missouri (after all, Eastern Division and get a Rose Bowl ambitions of Michi- State,
Dwarf or Standard
major bowls, will take out its and the other five members one
chance to improve on the
Ten frustrations
Big
two
the
when
gan
wasn't LSU going to the Cotton record
neighboring
on
Apple - Peach - Cherry - Pear - Plum when
the
Sunday
\\\N\N\\\\\••\%\%\l"
Bowl?) and the Vols, in turn, encounter the Cincinnati Ben- rivals clash before 101,000 fans rival Tulane. The Tigers are each.
Pecan - Chestnut
Manning, dominating play in
grabbed a Gator Bowl berth.
favored by two touchdowns.
gals. The game originally was at Ann Arbor, Mich.
Reaves
outpolled
games,
big
the
The other half of the Rose
Players Upset
Favored To Rebound
scheduled for New York on Oct.
SEC
By this time, LSU was begin- 11, but the Mets' baseball Bowl picture will be completed Tenneseee, a Gator Bowl almost 6-to-1 and no other
vote,
a
got
even
quarterback
the West Coast when participant,
ning to fume. Coach Charles fortunes forced a postponement on
Kentucky
plays
Maples - Pin or Willow Oak Red Bud - White Birch 10th nationMcClendon let it be known that of the Shea Stadium home date. crosstown rivals Southern Cali- with the Vols favored to Archie is currently
Weeping Willows - Purple Leaf Plum
1,946
with
offense
ally in total
• his players figured if they
at Los rebound after
last week's
Kansas City-Oakland fornia and UCLA tangle
The
games,
nine
in
Crab - Peach - Cherry - Dogwoods (Red.
Flowering
yards
reccouldn't play a team with a
game is the icontest of the week Angeles Memorial Coliseum, trouncing at the hands of Reaves simply picked the
- Pines - Weeping Cherry or Crab
White)
Pink,
ord as good as theirs, they in the AFL, with the Raiders The Trojaps are bidding for an Mississippi, which cost the
year to make his debut
wrong
fourth
straight
unprecedented
wouldn't play at all.
bigger
Volunteers a berth in a
only a half-game back and
so far as the all-star balloting
Which takes us back to the needing a victory to take over trip to Pasadena.
bowl.
Ohio State, winner of 22 Auburn, the nation's 12th- went. The Florida soph has alPeach Bowl which will be the Western Division lead from
ready broken a bundle of SEC
FORSYTHIA
LILAC
played here Dec. 30.
the Chiefs. U they don't settle consecutive games and unchal- ranked team and signed for the passing and yardage records,
their
set
college
season
as
people
The Peach
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl, is idle,
the issue this time, they have lenged this
nationally in paesing
sights on pairing Georgia and another meeting scheduled for football's top team, can't revisit as is No, 13 Ole Miss, a Sugar He's No. 2
at the moment and, with a total
Alabama but were left empty- Saturday, Dec. 13 at Oakland. Pasadena because of the Big Bowl participant,
of 2,519, is third by a meager
handed when Georgia accepted a
Houston, whose two ties are Ten conference's no repeat Stanford, ranked No, 14, six yards in the national total
Sun Bowl bid (a trip to El Paso) the most in AFL play this rule, That leaves the Wolve- tangles with California and the
if a member of 1970
miles down the season, hooks up with Miami, iines and Purdue as the two Indians are favored by 14. offense race.
7 beats going 70
road to Atlanta where, anyway, Buffalo plays at Boston and candidates for the visiting berth Houston, host team in the
Near 1952 Record
Christmas Club
the Bulldogs play Georgia Tech San Diego hosts Denver in at Pasadena,
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl, is at Durance. who has scored
Alabama other games this Sunday.
Purdue plays Indiana in its home against Wyoming and
week) and
next
7 agreed to go to the Liberty
and a Florida, tied for the No. 16 spot
The Oilers had to score 17 regular season finale
season, Dartmouth plays at
See Our Large Selection!
Bowl in Memphis.
points in the last six minutes to Boilermaker win combined with with Purdue, has an open date. Princeton with the Indians
After a Lay - long search, the gain a 20-20 tie with Denver a Michigan loss would leave the The Hurricanes are paired with
win
to
claim
Peach Bowl came tie with South last weekend.
two Rose Bowl aspirants tied Tennessee in the Gator Bowl. needing a
undisputed possession of" the
Carolina, trounced by Georgia,
Sun Bowl-bound Georgia is
Miami, with one loss to with 5-2 records.
title, Harvard
Get Your Free
A Big Ten Conference com- also idle, while Colorado hosts Ivy League
Tennessee and Florida State Houston earlier this year, still
Cotton Bowl-bound
Yale,
meets
but, after all, the Atlantic Coast has quarterback Bob Griese mittee
will
announce
winner
the
Ks:151s State with
Notre Dame is at home against
• Christmas Corsage.
Conference champs.
the spot opposite
and Rick Norton league's Rose Bowl representa- earning
sidelined
Force
Air
Academy,
Then, the Peach Bowl let it filling in.
tive Saturday night.
Alabama in the Liberty Bowl. the
Nebraska meets Oklahoma and
Is
15-Point
be known that its other berth
Favorite
Buffalo and Boston had a
Largest Selection In This Area
to
travels
Brigham
In other games on the last Utah
Ohio State has been estabelonged to LSU (which beat
rare treat of scoring victories
Young.
Artificial, Cut and Live Balled
regular
time
big
of
last
weekend
Florida State 31 - 27 in
on the same day last Sunday, blished a 15-point favorite to
year's first Peach Bowl), lithe Their wins have been far notch its 23rd straight win and
Bengals wanted it.
between. The Bills (3-7) broke a the national championship.
USC and UCLA take identical
four-game losing streak with
Wanted to Wait
Miami triumph. Boston (2- 8-0-1 records into their showthe
Let's wait until' after our
beat Cincinnati with a new down with the Uciens favored
game Saturday night with Tu. 8)
merchants
ormation, using two tight ends. by one point. The game will be
We have made an extensive survey of the
Stop In and Pick Up Your FREE PLANT GUIDE!
lane (a game in which the BenThe lack of effective passing televised nationally by ABC-TV,
lust can't
and
Murray,
of
city
the
of
gals probably could name the
and business men
NO,
and
Second-ranked
Texas
d a good rusher has pushed
occuscore) before deciding, McClen- •an
find anyone who thinks the proposed Payroll find
Diego out of title contention 4 Arkansas, tabbed earlier in
don told Peach Bowl executive
the
to
either
opposition
in
week
for
the
berths
the
fact
In
necessary.
is
pational tax
d the Chargers could be hard
director George Crumbley.
minute
very-very
the
Will
to mount a consistent the Cotton Bowl or the Sugar
ressed
cent.
per
lee
almost
tax is
That put Crumbley in a
Bowl, are idle this weekend.
ttack against Denver.
minority who want the tax please stand up. II you are
sweat. LSU vs. South Carolina,
Both
return to action in
coached by former LSU coach
aditional Thanksgiving 1)ay
one of the small group who want the tax, will you please
Paul Dietzel, was a better lineVirginia — even though ontests, the Longhorns facing
let us know who you are — we Just can't find anyone
up than he might have hoped West
Arkansas
Texas
M
A&
and
BRUCE THOMAS
CaSouth
that
agreed
everyone
who is in favor of the proposed tax.
for. But what if the Bengals
rolina - West Virginia certainly eeting Texas Tech.
changed again?
State,
Third-ranked
Penn
match LSU's drawing
If that happened, Crumbley couldn't
MERCHANTS STEERING COMMITTEE
eturning to the Orange Bowl
power.
HopkinsvIlle Federal
reasoned, there wouldn't be a
row,
or
a
year
second
in
the
hold
Bradburn Hale. Treasurer
Maybe the Bengals could
bowl candidate left and the
Hwy. 5$ and 641 in Draffenville
Savings 4 Loan Assn.
New Year's Eve party and aces arch rival Pittsburgh with
a
•
Peach Bowl would be left holdPhone 521-O4
the players from Ohio e Ntttany Lions favored by 21
invite
ing an expensive bag.
straieht
304 F Main Street
WWW*1
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to
*WWWWWWWWWW
20th
post
their
***********
1511*******
N. Thus the bid to once-beaten State.
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Blues Stop North
Stars Last Night

Motion Made
To Dismiss
Charges, UV/

Steen

By DAVID MOFF1T
UPI Sports Writer
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HEATRE

Dlor Hits!
Sat. Nite

DER ROAD'

rt Mitchum

Montreal Wins 11-1

.SDAY *

BENVENUTI TO
DEFEND TITLE

Southern Sidelines

DAY *
turday

Kansas City,
Oakland Top
AFL Game

Rose Bowl Picture Will Be
Decided On This Weekend

vt*****************.**************„
FALL
PLANTING TIME
FRUIT TREES

REGISTER NOW!!

SHADE & ORNAMENTAL TREES

Free $100"

CHRISTMAS CLUB

SHRUBS

Winner Receives

1.00 each - 6 for '5.00

$200.00

BROOM RAKES
LEAF BAGS
TULIP BULBS

Join Now!!

74'
690

CHRISTMAS TRIM SHOP
Now OPEN!

CHRISTMAS TREES

LARGE SELECTION • • •
Evergreens - Hollys - Yews Burning Bush - Pyracantha
Open Every Day 'Fill Dark

FLANTIAND

[GARDEN CENTER

Murray Branch

•

•

•
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Mrs. Joseph Rose
Hostess For Meet
Progressive Club

_MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Phone 753-1917 or 153-4947

Mrs J B Burkeen

owee4rAff,

Mrs. Joseph Rose was hosthe
tess for the meeting of
Progressive Homemakers Club
at
on Tuesday, November 11,
evening
seven o'clock in the
as
with Mrs. Lawrence Philpot
cohostess.
During the business meeting
committee reports were given
landby Mrs. Gerald Cooper,
cloRose,
Joseph
Mrs.
scape;
thing and family life; and Mrs.
Gedric Paschall, home furnish
ings.
The lesson on "Use of Blenders and Other Small Electrical
Equipment" was presented by
Mrs. Gerald Cooper, Mrs. Joseph Rose, and Mrs. Lawrence
Philpot. The ladies gave an excellent blender demonstratior
using the blender to make
bread crumbs, cabbage slaw,
and the desserts for the even-

Turner Home Scene
Of Meeting Of
Murray AAUW
The Murray Branch of the
American Association of University Women held its month
ly meeting on Tuesday, Novem
her 11, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at the home 01
Mrs. Thomas A. Turner.
Each person was served cinnamon punch and an assortment of cakes.

Friday, Novensber 21
The Magazine Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. E. S. Ferguson at 2:30 p.m. Members
note change in date.
•••
A foreign mission book study
on "Sons of Ishmael: How Shall
They Hear" will be taught by
Mrs. James Bean at the Salem
A short business meeting was
Baptist Church near Lynn
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Taylor, conducted by the president,
Grove at six p.m.
1101 Main Street, are the par- Mrs. Inez Claxton. Wrapped
• ••
ents of a baby boy, Michael Christmas gifts to be distributOpen house for all interested
Charles, weighing six pounds ed to the patients at the Westa-Mary IC cosmetic customers
ass ounces, born on Tuesday, ern State Hospital at Hopkinak
will be held at the home of
November 18, at 2:55 a.m. at ville were brought by the inBy Abigail Van Buren
Mrs. Linda Crouch, 1512 Kirk.
the Murray-Calloway County dividual members.
wood Drive from ten a.m. to ten
Hospital.
The subject for presentation
p.m. Hostesses are Mrs. Crouch.
DEAR ABBY: I do have a problem, and right now it's
The new father is a student and discussion was "ConfrontaMrs. Sarah King, and Mrs. Irene
getting the best of me.
at Murray State University.
tion Between Ethnic Groups".
Young.
I am about 6 inches taller than my husband. Bernie and I
•••
Grandparents are Mr. and The leader, Mrs. Alfred Wolfhave been married for nearly 10 years and have two
Mrs. Lee Taylor of Cannelton, son, took up the subject from
A bake sale will be held in
beautiful children. A woman couldn't ask for a better
Ind., and Mr. and Mrs. Forest the standpoint of economics
front of Tripp's Grocery, Lynn
ing.
husband, father, or provider, and I'm really ashamed of
Jackson of Tell City, Ind. Great Mrs. James R. Weatherly spoke
Grove, starting at three p.m.,
Following the lesson, Mrs.
Grove
Lynn
grandparents are Harry Cunn- on the family point of view and
the
by
myself for feeling this way, but, Abby, I can't help it. I seem
sponsored
Joseph Rose, Mrs. Billy Out- Homemakers Club.
of Derby, Ind., and Mrs. S. M. Matarazzo from the
ingham
to have developed an attraction to men who are taller than I
land, Mrs. Lawrence Philpot.
•••
Homer Remington of Lewisport. stand point of education.
am. When I dance with a taller man I feel so feminine and
Ottingei
Carolyn
• 4 •
and Mrs.
Present were thirty-one mem
Saturday, November
secure, and then when I dance with Bernie again, I feel
showed many Christmas decor.
and three guests, Mrs
A singing will be held at the
bers
"cheated."
sting ideas.
Humphrey, Mrs. Frani
MethoMaurice
United
Chapel
Martins
of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wrye
Other members attending the
My husband doesn't know how I feel, and I wouldn't
at seven p.m. All
Kodman, and Mrs. Bill Threet.
Church
dist
a
of
birth
the
announce
Hazel
RoFranklin
Mrs.
meeting were
hurt him for the world, but this bothers me. I know it's
• art
singers and listerners are In
baby girl, Jolie Shannon, weighbinson, Mrs. Bobby Allen, Mrs.
wrong, and I've talked to myself until I'm blue in the face,
attend.
to
vited
born
ounces,
two
pounds
ing six
John White, Mrs. Glen Richer
•••
but it doesn't help me.
on Monday, November 17, at
son, Mrs. Harold Robertson,
I can't send a stamped, self-addressed envelope, as
be held in
will
bake
A
sale
Mrs.
p.m at the Murray-Callo
E.:55
and
Milam,
Mrs. Newton
Bernie sometimes gets the mail before I do, but if you could
front of Tripp's Grocery, Lys
way County Hospital.
M. D. Hassell.
Grove, starting at nine a.m.,
squeeze this into your column, with some advice, I'd
The new father is employed
A special Christmas dinner
sponsored by the Lynn Grove
at Dallas' Clean Up Shop.
certainly appreciate it.
TROUBLED
meeting will be held on TuesHomemakers Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Wrye of
day, December 9, at seven p.m
•••
DEAR TROUBLED: No man has everything. Some short
Murray and Mrs. Mlldred GuThe plass will be made by Mrs.
The Alpha Department of the
men are long on brains, charm and integrity, and sonic tall
thrie of Hazel are -the grandMake way for the first new
Franklin Robinson, Mrs, Bobby
Murray Woman's Club will have
parents. Great,,- grandmothers major appliance since the
men are short at the bank. So count your blessings, lady, and
Allen, and Mrs. Billy Outland
at
club
the
Its noon luncheon
are Mrs. MagrGuthrie and Mrs. household clothes dryer was
quit counting inches.
house with Miss Jewel Deane
Oalie Cooper of Hazel, Mrs introduced 30 years ago. It is a
_Elll.s, Miss Ann Carr, Miss
Frances Wrye and Mrs. Imars machine that mashes trash —
DEAR ABBY. Please, please print this desperate plea to
Frances Brown, and Mrs. Rolf
Ityvtif Murray.
compacts it enough to eliminate
the shoe madufacturers.
E. P. King as hostesses.
daily trips to the garbage can.
•
•
•
Miss
Bettina
Faye
Niccum
Help! I am almost barefoot, but I am determined not to
The manufacturer says the bulk
The Women's Group of St.
wear those ugly, clumpy, cloddy shoes! They don't flatter
Mrs. Betty Niccum Emerson of 101 South 12th Street,
of the trash will be reduced on a
John's Episcopal Church will -ray, announces the
women's feet or legs, and a woman is a fool to wear
The first washer featuring an four and one half to one ration.
and approaching marriage of
engagement
The Faith Doran Circle o
the
at
sponsor a holiday bazaar
something that is unbecoming to her—even if it IS in style.
her daughter, Bettina Faye Niccum, to Danny Wayne Sullenger. tutomatic enzyme soak cycle For example, four garbage cans
the Women's Society of Christhome of Mrs. Jules Harrourt son of Mr. and
Those of us who can sew, have an alternative when it
Mrs. Thomas J. Sullenger, 533 Oaklawn Drive, las been introduced. The new of trash will be compacted to
ian Service of the First United
1710 Magnolia Drive, Keene- Lone Oak.
washer pre-soaks for 30 minutes the size of one, the
comes to dress styles, but we can't make our own shoes. At
Methodist Church met in the
The bride-elect is the daughter of Joseph Edward Niccum with periodic agitation to manufacturer says. Almost all
home of Mrs. Helen Lassitrr land Subdivision, from ten A.M.
A HOLDOUT IN RENTON, WASH.
least give us a choice!
on Tuesday, November 18, at to three p.m. Many lovely hand of Afton, Missouri, and is the granddaughter of Mrs. Verba Pttt- stimulate enzyme action, then household items can be put in
made items will be on sale. The man Ray of Murray, Ruble W. "Jack" Pittman of Picacho, An automatically advances to the the unit. The manufacturer says
DEAR HOLDOUT: The shoe industry has heard plenty
two o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. R. A. Johnston, program public is invited to attend.
from me over the years. I wore out my typewriter protesting
zona, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Niccum of Gainesville, Florida. Mrs. regular wash cycle. An these include bottles, cartons,
•••
chairman, presented the
Rachel Enoch Cole of Murray and Mrs. Martha Niccum of Le- automatic detergent dispenser food wastes and aerosol cans.
the pabliethieed, ispfked-beeled cripplers. NOW wo-71mast
The Hi.Y Club of Murray may, Missouri are great grandmothers.
gram on "What Woman May I
eliminates the extra step of The appliance comes with an
"clum- py-1.- cloddy" shoes, which look like marine combat
Become" with her scripture High School will sponsor a , • Grandparents of ,the groom are Henry Hill of Marshall adding detergent for the regular
boots or orthopedic footwear. The old cripplers were better
odor killing solution. The
reading from Mark 12:29-31 slave day from nine a.m, to County and Mrs.*C.,Y: Sullenger of Paducah.
wash cycle.
product will be available
looking, bat they ruined our feet. The new ones offer
and also selected passages from five p.m. Phone 753-4395 for
(Sears, Roebuck and Co., nationally after it is tested in a
The bride-eleet is attending school at Murray High School
comfort, but they are ugly! We can't win.
"Gift
appointments.
Lindberg's
Morrow
Anne
and is a past member of F.H.A. She is a member of Internat- 7401 Skokie Blvd., Skokie, Ill.). limited number of markets.
•••
From the Sea".
ional Order of the Rainbow for Girls and Reporter for D.E C.A.
Monday, November 24
DEAR ABBY: In answer to "NEEDS TO KNOW"—the
Mr. Sullenger is a graduate of Lone Oak High School. He
The devotion was given by
The Tau Phi Lambda Sororit, attending Murray State University where he is a member of
wornpn with three children who fights constantly with her
it
Mrs. J. T. Sammons who read will have a dinner
meeting at
tmsband.
Psalms 100 and a poem, "If You the Holiday Inn at seven p 014Kappa Alpha Order.
Trie wedding will take place on Sunday. December 21, at
FranSince the husband does nothing to remedy the situation,
Were The Only One" by
•• •
o'clock in the afternoon at the Grace Baptist Church. A re.ces Merton: •
ai“ it takes,two to correct such a situation, I say, leave him.
11 Olive Mod
The Gamma Gamma Chamter"°.caption wtt1 follow at' the Cetimuritty Center.
Crawford, chairMrs PS
if you don't, things will go from bad to worse. Our
and DELIVERY —
PICKUP
FREE
—
the Beta Sigma Phi will meet
No local invitations are being sent and all relatives
man, presided. Gifts for the at the Community Center at
refighbor add her husband fought all the time. They had a
Phone 753-3952
Truly Fine Cleaning
are invited to attend.
friends
Mission and Western
Reelfoot
seven p.m.
lovely home and two wonderful daughters—apparently
discussed.
State Hospital were
•• •
everything to make their lives worthwhile. But their fights
Life memberships were preThe
Great
Books Discussion
to
threats
their
even
heard
neighbors
and
grew more vicious,
sented to Mrs. R. A. Johnston Group will meet at
+00,11.sal• PI 441•ICA.
the Murray.
kill each other. To make a long and very sad story short, the
and Mrs. Jack Wilcox.
Calloway County Library at
a
was
[He
Lassiter
his
with
husband
Mrs.
revolver.
her
wife shot and killed
The hostesses,
seven p.m.
and Mrs. Sarrunons, served repolice officer.! He's in the graveyard, and she is in the
•• •
memtwelve
the
to
freshments
by
being
raised
are
children
And
their
woman's prison.
bers and one new member, Mrs.
The Hazel Baptist Church Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk was thc
relatives a thousand miles away. Don't think it can't happen
GraceCarter.
will have a mission study uest speaker at the regular
WMS
can.
It
SANTA
ANA
READER
in your neighborhood.
•• 0
at the church at seven p.m Mrs. eeting of Circle I of the Wa
en's Society of Christian Ser
A new visual fantasy is said Frances Dailey will teach the ice of the First United Me
CONFIDENTIAL TO urrLE MIRIAM AND FROGGY'S
book.
by the manufacturer to be better
••
thodist Church held on Tues
SISTER: Tell your parents that living away from home and
than tranquilizers for soothing
The Robertson Elementary day, November 18, at two o'
the apartment bit is a pain-in-tbe-independence. And if they
shattered nerves, more fun than
School PTA will sponsor open clock in the afternoon at tht
don't welcome you home with open arms and no "I told you
doodling and absolutely
house at the school at seven social hall of the church.
don't know parents.
so's"
fabulous for sparking p.m. All parents are urged to
The speaker gave a special
conversations. It comes in a attend.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Thanksgiving program using as
bottle and you leave it in the
•••
Cal.
Angeles,
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los
her topic, "Make Love Your
bottle. By just tilting the bottle
The Creative Arts DepartWM. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
one can churn the contents into ment of the Murray Woman's Aim In Life". She was introducenvelope.
turbulent tidal waves or create Club will have an all day work e,d by her mother, Mrs. Charlie
gently rolling ,swells. The bottle shop to make Christmas Mobiles Hale, who was the program
is made of clear plastic and is starting at 9:30 a.m. Miss Jea- leader for the day.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Mrs. David Henry, circle
filled with a mixture of different uette Cathey will teach the lesKnow." send SI us Abby, Pox Well, Lou Angeles, Cal. MSS.
chairman, opened the meeting
viscosity liquids which do not son. Each one is to bring a
with a Thanksgiving prayer
Take ad4antage of seasonal
or special wrapping is needed. mix. But when the bottle is sack lunch and a list of items The group sang "America The
prices on fresh cranberries.
story.
a
page
in
front
published
moved,
to
the
'liquids
appear
They'll keep for as long as a year
Beautiful" with Mrs. Keys Fut
Freeze them lust as they come
and can be used like fresh corps. foam like the ocean — the Hostesses are Mesdames Henry :ell at the piano.
from the market, in the packer's
Holton, Albert Koertner, and
manufacturer says.
The circle voted to send gifts
box or plastic bag. No blanching
Cal Luther.
to a ward of thirty-five men at
•••
Western State Hospital, and to
make Christmas brighter for
Tuesday, November 25
some elderly persons in the
A special service of the convalescent homes.
WSCS of the First United MeThe hostesses, Mrs. Henry
thodist Church will be held at Elliott, Mrs. 0. B. Geurin, Mrs.
the church educational building Keys - Futrell, and Mrs. Car'
at 7:30 p.m.
Harrison, served refreshments
•• •
elhe dealer goon:woes, 100% to repair or replan" the *news
to the sixteen members present
•tranernacion • rear axle • front °ale anernablies • broke system 1
• ••
American Legion Auxiliary
:electrical
\s
"1
section for ea does co 1000 roles whehever comes fool ir
Post 73 will meet at the LegMatOon, Illinois
....-"/
-_--6:30
at
Hall
p.m.
All
ion
memMurray,
Holiday
Inn,
the
at
22,
. . . will hold a one-day Wig Sale, Saturday, November
bers and ladies who may be
Ky., 10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. in the Studio Room. Cathy and Don Farmer, Maroon, III.,
able to join are urged to atWig Specialists, will be on hand all day.
tend.
•••
Due to our success this past summer in Murray.we have decided to return for a preholiday sale on our wigs. wiglets and falls.
Elementary
Kirksey
The
sixteen -point inspection.
We know what happens when you
School PTA will meet at the
LOS ANGELES (UPI) — The
Prices will include:
school at :730 p.m. Supt. Wilthink about plunking down five hundred
Shown above in black-and -white.
Regularly $1995 NOW 510.50
2-02. WIGLETS
iam /3t, Miller will be t he trouble with insomniacs, says a
or a thousand dollars for a used car.
Every major mechanical part that
psychiatrist,
is
NOW
$25.00
they
$35.00
tend
Regularly
speaker. taiostesses will be the UCLA
POP UP WIGLETS
Dry
twitch.
Nervous
Sweaty
palms.
could
possibly go wrong is checke
to become preoccupied with
Regularly $49.93 NOW 539.95
second grade mothers.
NEW DEMI WIG
•••
mouth,
And double checked. And after ever
their sieeples.sness.
— WIGS —
Studies on insomnia suggest
thing is in perfect working ,order, its
It's only natural
The Elm Grove Baptist
Regularly $79.95 NOW $59.95
ALL NEW 3,4 HAND TIED WIGS
Church WMS will have a book that chronic sleeplessness is
After all, what do you know about
awarded our 100%guarantee.*
ALL NEW AQUARIUS WIGS, Pre Cut Tapered Neckline Regularly $59.95 NOW $39.95
study by Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr., associated with moderate to
engines, oil pumps and transmissions?
For 30 days or 1000 miles, whichRegularly $150 - NOW $105.00
at the home of Mrs. Albert severe personality disturbances
HAND TIED DELUXE STRETCH WIG
your
friendly
ever
Well,
neighborhood
comes first, if anything poops-out
Crider at ten a.m. The group as reflected by psychological
Regularly $69.95 - NOW $39.95
SEMI HAND TIED STRETCH WIG
not
that
dealer
we
you're
Volkswagen
at
said wouldn't poop-out, we'll
Colonial
knows
lunch
the
have
reports
will
Anthony
$25.00
testing,
NOW
Kates
$39.95
Regularly
DYNELS, CURLY OR STRAIGHT STRETCH CAP
House Smorgasbord.
fix it free.
of UCLA's Brain Research
a mechanic.
•••
— FALLS —
Institute.
So we've done something very nice
So the next time you get hot flashes,
Regularly $79.95 NOW 559.95
.
Whatever the problems. are,
PETITE FALLS
A bake sale and bazaar, spon
for
fidgety fingers, or o queasy stomach,
you.
NOW
559.95
95
$79
RepubliRegularly
generally
Women's
.„.
insomniacs
FALL
the
focus
on
BOY
by
sored
ALL NEW PAGE
We put blue-and-white signs on all
look for our 100%guarantee— —
.111
•a
can Club, will be held at the their inability to sleep and show
1 • rl
start.
Store
for
Hodge
cars
the
concern
that
used
passectour_niggact
their
and
Fenton
emotional
little
lt_isciegs-fastretief.
.
.
.
FROM
CHOOSE
MANY STYLES TO
difficulties.
••
ing at nine a.m.
Come see our display and all prices include free styling!
The most common variety of
STYLING ON YOUR PRESENT WIGS WELCOMED
Wednesday, November 26
insomnia is characterized by
A bake sale will be held in chronic inability to fall asleep
COME REGISTER FOR DRAWING FOR FREE SEMI HAND TIED
front of Belk's starting at eight readily. Other victims of the
STRETCH WIG, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
a.m., sponsored by Beta Sigma disorder may fall asleep easily
•arm:ANZIO
Phi. For special order requests hut have persistent difficulty
We will look for our reiriiigT customers and v.ill look forward to seeing new faces.
Murray, Ky.
“44..•
800 Chestnut
Kentucky.
Murray.
A
kt
Emmet.
of
ert3nd
Res
of
son
the
is
Monday.
by
Don Farmer
call 753-8459
staying asleep.
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Count his brains,
forget his height
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Faith Doran Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Lassiter

College Cleaners

T

W.

Mrs. Ed F. Kirk
Speaker At Meet
Of Circle I WSCS

This
used car is
guaranteed
100%.

wi6LET
• WIG SALE
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THE HAIR SHANTY

25% OFF ALL REGULAR PRICES

Words on
insomnia

For a little peace of mind.

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
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Home Scene
eting Of
y A AUW

Tay Branch of the
Association of Uni•
men held its month
on Tuesday, Novem
seven-thirty o'clock
ling at the home of
is A. Turner.
son was served etch and an assort.
kes.

msiness meeting was
by the president,
Claxton. Wrapped
lifts to be distributatients at the Westy
iospital at Hopkinek
brought by the inembers.
ect for presentation
ion was "Confrontan Ethnic Groups".
Mrs. Alfred Wolfp the subject from
oirit of economics
R. Weatherly spoke
y point of view and
Matarazzo from the
of education.
ere thirty-one mem
hree guests, Mrs
phrey, Mrs. Frank
Mrs. Bill Threet.
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TRACKS FLIGHT

CROSSWORD PUZZLE 060
ACROSS
I Deeoured
4 Exist
6 Robust
11-Unproductive
13 Football team
15.Spenisn
article
16 Bogged down
18 Ckpfithong
19-Note of scale
21.Cease
22-Painful
24.0anish island
26-Ireland
28 Finish
29-Journeys
31 Wife cd
G•raint
13 Steamship
(abbr )
34 Depression
411 Merry
Distance
measure (abbt )
40.Rattern
42-Wipe out
45 Falsehood
47 Lade water
from
49 British
St reetcar
50.Preposition
52 Metal
54Main'snicknarre
55-tatin
coniunction
56-Struck out
59.Prefiii down
61-Retreat
63 Mark to
shoot at
65 Ate
66-Conjunction
67 Number

5-Growing out of
6-Aiding
7 Beverage
8-Communists
9 505 (Roman
'number)
10 Longs for
12 Rupees (abbr )
14 Wants
17 Learning
20 Dry
23 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
24 Near
25 Unlocked
38 Aviator
51 NO(Se god
27-River in
39 Shaded
53 Approach
41-Mud
Africa
757 Before
43-Make gloom 7 'JR P
-ysec
h
30 Supercilious
44-Printer's
labbr
person
French tor
mess
60
32-Arrow
46-Later
-summer'
35 Followed
Pdinjunction
62 Note of scale
37 Challenge
,48 Numbers game 64 Proceed

• 4 •

for the first new
I iance since the
iothes dryer was
0 years ago. It is a
t mashes trash nough to eliminate
o the garbage can .
turer says the bulk
ill be reduced on a
half to one ration
, four garbage cans
be compacted to
of one, the
says. Almost all
ms can be put in
manufacturer says
bottles, cartons,
and aerosol cans.
comes with an .
solution. The
ill be available
er it is tested in a
r of markets.

1-Man's nicknanie
2-Higher
3.Teutonic deity
Wagers

I

ATLANTA (UPI)- The Fernhank Science Center tracked
the first three nights of the
flight of Apollo 12 with a 36-inch
telescope.
Astronomer Paul Knappenbe.rger reported Tuesday that,
with the aid of a special light
intensifying device, the big
telescope picked up Apollo 12
Friday night after its morning
launch from Cape Kennedy,
when it was some 49,000 miles
above the earth and traveling
at more than 17,600 miles per
hour.
At that point, the spacecraft
*eared as an eighth magnitude star. Saturday night, as
Apollo drew away, it reflected
the light of a 12th magnitude
star and by Sunday night had
tided to the strength of a 15th
pav.nitude star.
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Inflation in a nutshell
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- The Rev.
Paul C. Reinert, S.J., president
of St. liouis University, touched
on inflation in a speech.
"Among, the things money
can't buy,' he said, "are the
things it used to."

Unpleasant discovery
LOS ANGELES (UPI) Smog, a major problem in the
nation's third largest city, was
noted for the first time in 1943.
Dutch increase
life insurance
AMSTERDAM (UPI),- The
Dutch people are carrying 11,600
guilders ($2,390) life insurance
per capita this year, an increase.
of 660 guilders ($183) in two
.
years.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
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The above picture is a new type tobacco barn (under
Construction last summer) on the farm of Jim Marvin, manager of Kennedy Tobacco Company. The barn has only two
tier rails which allows for the tobacco to be housed by only
two men. Sticks are placed closer than usual on the rail. A
forced air ventilation system has been installed. The barn
was designed by George Duncan, Extension Agricultural
Engineer, and George Everett, Extension Tobbaco Specialist of the University of Kentucky. The tobacco was hung
on two wheel portable trailers for thorough wilting before
housing.

Ill

116411
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D&S CAPSULES
'1.49

Sodalive for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tension
'
Each Sapsule Contains:
811 mg
130 mg

Distributed by

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky. 42971

Ann-Margret stars
She Loves Me'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Ann-Margret will star with
Blake
Producer-Director
Anthooty Quinn for producerwill film "She- Loves
Edwards
director Stanley Kramer in a
Me" starring Julie Andrews on
contemporary drama of campus
location in Czechoslovakia.
unrest titled "11.P.M."

23

27 are? 28
*X

Phenyitoloxarnine Citrate
Salicylamide

NOVEMBER 21.19811
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Phone 753-1231

IF EVER THERE WERE
A TIME TO OPEN A
CHECKING ACCOUNT HERE!

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Togetherness
LONDON (UPI) - The threeyear old Wilt twins have been
inseparable since they were born
-- playing the same games, eating
the same meals, refusing the
same foods.
So when doctors admitted
Debby to the hospital for an
eye operation, Justin took a
bed too.•
"They would be lost without
each other," said Mrs.Joan Holt.
* •
Lou Groza played I16 NFL'"Doctors agreed to put Justin
he will
with the Cleveland tri the hospital too
games
.help Pebby get better_ just by
Browns, a league record. being there.-

That time is now because of (1) the safety
and convenience of carrying checks instead of enough cash for all your holiday
shopping,(2) your canceled checks automatically become receipts, and (3) this
being a Full Service Bank you can do all
your banking quickly in one trip to one
place ... here!

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

Some load
ATLANTA (UPI) - The L500, Lockheed-Georgia's proposed air freighter for the 1970s,
will have the capacity to carry
the household furnishings of 33
three-bedroom homes, or 1,500
washing machines, dryers or
dish washers.
-* * *

Come To

HAZEL CAFE

P eagles Bank_

and Try vur
* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH

Of

* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS

Murray,Kentucky ;Member

Of FDIC

Private Dining Room (call for reservauons)
7 Days a Week
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
- J. C. GaIllmort

ANNIVERSARY SALE

ners
Y
53-3652

COOK'S JEWELRY
FOR

509 WEST MAIN ST.

LAYAWAY

BUY NOW SAVE UP TO 50% HUNDREDS OF SALE ITEMS HURRY!
STORE WIDE SALE ON COMPLETE STOCK
PERFECT GIFT
FER
OR MOTH

NEWEST

LADIES

LADIES

DINNER RING

(or greadroother)

fit‘ bize
........0)'t, \-. d• , IT
i
A ring with the
proper birthstone
for each of the
children
(or grandchildren)
and-white.
1 port that
is checke•-..
after ever
,order, it's
ee.*
iles, which poops-out
p-out, we'll

A porrasaant sminvisoto for
snothms end granharsothers of

;
2
;
111
1°42
s ,
:
t.
'
P
sznoabt...d
tri
UM

systbetic birthstone far each of
the youngsters is sastched to the
irmasthe of their birth'. Additional stones miry be ordered
each time the shot sictleas. The
twin gold bend6,begstrotty

1

$360.00
•

Reg. $1600.00

Reg. $850.00

Anniversary Price

Anniversary Price

Anniversary Price

$226.00

$1195.00

$680.00

$440.00

L

And ersary Price

DIAMOND RING
Reg. $150.00

Reg. $375.00

Reg. $350.00

Rtg. $225.00

Anniversary Price

Anniversary Price

Anniversary Price

$120.00

$300.00

$280.00

In 10K whit* or yellow wftil
authentic bbthstime far the
birth -month of each child
I -stone ring
13.95
17.45
t-stone ring
20.95
1-ston• ring
24.45
4-stone ring
27.95
5-stone ring

LADIES

WATCHES

I

IP

AY AWAY NOW
FOR XMAS

LADIES
DIAMOND

PIERCED EARRING
Reg. $450.0I0

40 Anniversary Price

$396.00

.

$180.00

of matrimony.

LADIES

HAMILTON WATCH
CARAT
Reg. $475.00
1

Anniversary Price

$350.00
•

GENT'S

DIAMONNND RING

Anniversary Price

299.50

DIAMOND RING

DIAMOND TIE TACK

DIAMOND RING
Reg. $450.00

GENT'S 7-STONE

GENT'S

MENS

IN WEDDING RINGS

i

1

A

aW44Ple/

Genuine Ruby & Dia.
Reg. $550.00

Anniversary Price

f.

MENS
1 CARAT .38pt.

DINNER RING

DINNER RING

Diamond Solitaire

Reg. $282.50

Anniversary Price
A viimplo. I

LADIES

BRIDAL SET

Genuine Sap?. & Dia.
Reg. $450.00

LADIES

2Oz

0

OFFHAMILTON WATCH

ON ALL

PIERCED
EARRINGS

/z CARAT
Reg. $275.00

Anniversary Price

$199.50

SAVE FROM
10% to 50% on

Name Brand
WATCHES

- ONE ONLY -

ROGERS
SERVICE FOR 8
WITH CHEST
Reg $114&)
Anniversary Price
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Louie B Nunn, will present Dickering
Kentucky Heritage Commission
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Landmark certificates to own- Producer Curtis Harrington
ers of historic houses and build- negotiating with Shelley Winters
ings in Mercer County.
Ind Estelle Passau to eo-star in
'Best of Frieads" - the stor
A debut
Lir two women who run a talent
(UPI), - school for chiloiren in the 1930*.
HOLLYWOOD
Australian actress Kay Kimberly
***
will make her Hollywood movie
debut in a supporting role in
Anaheim Stadium, home 01
"The Night the Sun Came Out"
the California Angels, seat,
for Columbia.
* * *
43,2114.
Composer
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
10lin Phillips of The Mamas and
the Papas rock group will compose the Musical score for "Myra
Breckinridge."

Heritage
Seminar
Is Slated

TV CAMEOS: Shelley Morrison

Sister Sixto Is TV's Most Unusua Nun
By MEL REIMER
IF YOU watch Shelley Morson as Siete' Sixto in ABCTV's "Flying Nun" series, there
are no two ways about it-you
are convinced she's a Puerto
Rican doing her best to master
the English language. She is
the most convincing, likeable
Puerto Rican you ever have
seen-which, she says, with a
grin, is a pretty unlikely situation because she's a Turkish
Jew from the Bronx.
"Who lives with her mother
in a four-unit kibbutz in Los
Angeles, surrounded by wonderful old Jewish ladies who give
me some of the Mrs. Malaprop
lines I use on the show now and
then," she adds.

t'

FRANKFORT, Ky., Kentucand
ky's
Program Development Office
will hold a meeting to explain
the Neticamd Historic Preservation Act and the state's plans
full use cti It at Li:30
li fulln
to make
a. m. Nov. 20 at Shairertown in
Mercer County.
The session, a seminar, will
explore the coordinated efforts
of the Heritage Commission and
E1111%
the Program Development Of- oggamaammamMIM
fice.
propreservation
Current
grams, policies at all levels of
government will be discussed,
•
a
*
as well as topics related to the
4A*
state survey, the national reACTUALLY,Shelley is a handof
availability
the
and
and
face
gister
open
an
with
some girl
funds for historic preservation.
big brown eyes - she says
The session will be attended
they're black-who, as a character actress rather than inby representatives of the Kengenue, can play a dozen differtucky Heritage Conamisson
ent nationalities or races. She
each of the counties of the Linwas an Indian on "Laredo'' and
coln Trail and Bluegrass Area
The
she was cast as a Spanish
Development Districts. Mayors
housekeeper in the film "Hail
and county judges of the two
Hero." "Except," she notes, "I
areas and others interested in
backed out of the picture bepreservation and restonation
cause I learned I was supposed
also been invited to athave
hostess can help
to do a nude scene that wasn't
tend.
the anxiety of getin the original script. 'Me?' I Pretty Shelley Morrison is not yet a star of, say, Tuesday Wild's
Leading the meeting will be
in new
acquainted
ting
told them, horrified. 'I'd faint!'"
keeper
biurtagh,
(who?) magnitude, but as Sister Sixto in "The Flying Nun," she
Dr. William J.
make
and
surroundings
An ambitious young actress Is totally professional and her acting colleagues appreciate it.
of the Natiorsal Register of Hisyou feel at "Home
from her college days in CaliDepartment
S.
U.
Plaices,
to
toric
propose
to
fornia-her parents moved there have been taped for the new er sent his cousin
Sweet Home;"_
of the Interior, and Frank J.
mother said
when she was ten, from the year already, since Sally Field her mother. "My
of
administnator
Groschelle,
mother said yes,"
She will bring gifts and
Bronx-Miss Morrison not only is having a baby and the pro- no but HER
Scott P4i. te-incinth-oid son of Mts. Brenda His
the Kentucky Program Devel"so they got mar- RAMO-MAKER
vital information from
did a great deal of work on the gram had to get well ahead of she smiles,
mind a few raindrops as hie walks with his mot
to
wain
doisn't
murray,
year it was
opment Office.
your neighborhood busilegitimate stage, co - producing schedule). She currently is tak- ried-and for one
a milk shake. Mrs. Nix is a senior business and English major.
drinking
while
they didn't live
From the Kentucky Heritage
ness and civic leiders.
as well as directing and acting, ing advantage of the few weeks' in name only;
they lived for
Dr. Hamblen:in
Commission
but did movies and much TV time out from shooting to ap- together. But then
and
wife
and
can
Tani). chairman; Mrs. Simeon
work before the role of Sister pear in one of those made-for- 42 years as man
Willis, executive director, and
Phone 753-2378
TV movies of the week, this one it was beautiful."
Hooks pests
Sixto came along.
•
•
•
Fay models
Charles E. Parrish, assistant
"Three's a Crowd" with Larry
(UPI) HOLLYWOOD
IN ONE of last year's "Nun"
Hagman and E. J. Peaker.
MOLL YWOOD
(UPI) - executive director, will take
Is Sister Sixto hard to play? episodes, Sister Sixto bubbled Robert Hooks, one of the stars Faye Dunaway will star as a part, as will various members
"YOU KNOW," she reflects,
The Most
itself, and
"I was hired first to assist with "Not really, except for one over with the comment that she of the "N.Y.P.D." television se- now-generation
Famous Basket
fashion model in of the commission,
the tests of people who were thing," the alert, intelligent was going to cook a ham for a ries -- Since abandoned - will
of
chairman
Wallace,
D.
Earl
in the World
"Puzzle of a Downfall Child"
trying out for parts in the 'Nun' Shelley says. "These days it's a Jewish wedding -and Sheldley play a guest •role on NBC-TV's
the board of Shakertown, Loc.
at Universal.
4
series. But when I showed up, little difficult to be comedic. thinks that was pretty wild. "Then Came Bronson."
Mrs.
Lady,
Kentucky's First
%1111111111011111111111MINIIIIIIMMINIMI
somebody said 'Go put on some And when the show began two "You know," she adds, "when
••
lipstick; you're going to be years ago, my father just had I'm on the road, going from city
tested yourself.' That -didn't sit died - but I'm enough of an to city publicizing the series,
too well with me at first. You actress to know that you have now and then I'm kept awake
know, when you assist with to leave your personal life be- at night, like a lot of people, by
tests, you get paid. When you hind when you're trying to be convention drunks pounding on
Peanuts®

HOME
WEGEATIHOME
N
,,A

,°<,;

hmalgoit.

you

over

again.

Linda Adams

- humorou;s on - camera, or else the door and making a racket.
test yourself, no money."
I stop them cold. 'I'm a Jewish
Shelley got the part quickly, you end up as Medea."
Shelley's parents were of the nun,' I say. 'Leave me alone.'
however, and now is totally at
hear a pin
home in it as the series moves old school - both came from After that, you can
into its third season (18 shows Turkey-and she says her fath- drop."
Distributed by King natures syndicate

Echo of the Past
STUBBEICO)311%, Denmark
(UPI) - A luxury yacht that
belong to Ivar Kreuger Swedish
"Match King" who disappeared
while on a trans-Atlantic flight
aboard a commercial airliner in
1932, has been bought by A.
planter.
Galsgaard, a local
(;algaard purchased the yacht
from a Swedish engineer. He
refused to disclose the price.

HAD TO LET WD
CARETAKER 60..

P

(28,2 gout
stiouloy
t• 23
1-!,' PA
Jones
flow s

C94-4+s
eawri s
by Charles M. Schulz

I COULDN'T FIGURE
OUT ALL THOSE EMPLOYER'S
QUARTERLY REPORTS

.Si. ignori'appetuAtill
•

Odd title

isiElip-.1.4NORKS*4(1011014- j.
Some combat soldiers would rather fight than admit to appendicitis, two Army radiologists
in Vietnam discovered when
they found themselves making
more x-ray diagnoses for niptured appendixes than in normal practice.
The higher incidence of rupResumes role
tured appendix among GIs is
- due to their intense loyalties
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
Lurene Tuttle will return to her to their buddies and because
role as nurse Hannah Yarby in local food and drink, along with
I (...)it CORitiCI. the "Julia" television, series after stomach-upsetting anti-malarial
convalescing from a recent ill- pills, lead a victim to disregard
*/ N
)
..
TIME and
ness.
abdominal pains, report Major
4" ..xakiel,
* * *
Preston B. Mayson, Jr., and
&.4 , •, TEMPI.RAIURE
Captain Sheldon J. Rosenthal.
DAY OR NII:1i
- - -':•
Rogers rejoins Newman
If these pains represent com(UPI) - mon appendicitis, effectively
- HOLLYWOOD
Newcomer Wayne Rogers, who dealth within civilian life, they
made his movie debut in "Cod can end up as a life-endangering
Luke." rejoins Paul ruptured appendix on the battleHand
Newman with a role in "A Hall field.
of
* * *
of Mirrors" which co-stars
41„I. h. to! 11• k •
Joanne Woodward.
City clerk's sewing
helps city budget

• 1AL

ehost.mixs

- HOLLYWOOD _ ..0.1P*
Twentieth Century-Fox should
win the award for the most
original title of the year with
its new

21

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller
— Fig ^//.6—
SHA4it_ L.ilfa

MY DAD
BOUGHT
A
TRAILER

I LOVE TO VISIT
THE INDIAN
VILLAGE IN
THE PARK

753 6363

11 h

OCEAN CITY, Md. (UPI)Ocean breezes raise havoc with
flags on municipal buildings in
this community, but City Clerk
T. Earl Pierce eases the strain
on the budget. He lengthens
the lives ,of city hall flags by
stitching up frays and tears with
his own sewing machine.

WALLIS DRUG

Phone 753-127X
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We WIll Get It —Or It Can't Be Had
We Have It

Ts 111,1 U S P& Off
•19••
•••"•••

I., 140V

Z.4

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
REM E-M BER - - WE
DEMAN0
IJACONOiTiONAL
SURRENDER.?

IF 17 WAS UP T .E,
FIGHT 'IOU CREEYNIKS uNTIL
I DROPPED...BUT THE
FOLKS IN TOWN'S
GOT A RIGHT T'
VOTE ON WHAT
7' 00.

THOW MUCH TIME
WE GOT T' COME
UP WITH AN
ANSWER?

CORNING*WARE"
PRODUCTS
POVVER

CREST

,
•. U I P.,
••• •

CORNING WARE'TRIO SET
... Includes 1. 1'4 •rid 1% quart covered
saucepans. Cook anioad, freez• then
heat end move.. ell in one dishl
Purchaaed separately May would cost

THE LASTING WORD
IN BATTERIES
The New, All Powerful Gulf
Power Crest 48

7.86.

TROTTERS
641 South

by Al Cal.

(

T'S
01•1W CIKAY T;)®
TOSS ROCK'S THROUGH
THEM WINDOWS— IT'S

40
COMPULSORY!!4
$411

CAIN 4 TAYLOR
fith & Main
LASSITER-McKINNEY
9th & Sycamore

70ME BACK TOMORRY!!
NEW ONES WILL OF BIN

PUT
N BY THE- DOGPATCH COMMITTEE
TO DO UNMENSHUNABLE

IN MEMORY 0'WH UT
Ht DONE
70 DOG PATCH!!- - -WHICH
MO LADY KIN
MENSHUN.r.rjA

THINGS To
uNMEJ•JSHUNABLE
JONES'BIRTHPLACE!!

11 CUP PYREX' WARE RANGETOP
PERCOLATOR
Makes great coffee Easy to clean
and keep chief,
Reg $4 95.
SPECIAL $399

ir tr

STARKS
HARDWARE

•••••.•4

Lir Abner

PYRE Xa. Witki733
tl

Nos

\

$999

2% OUART COVERED SAUCEPAN
... Gras Se" boozer to range, oven or
broiler. Beautiful on table Save $2.07.
SPECIAL $588

Available At The Following
•
Dealers
LOVETT BROS.
4th & Elm
CL I FFORDS
Five Points
WILSON S. NOLSAPPLE
Hazel

—OW OPOC,41 PM°

---•N
labour*

-

I

.••

It•

MON,',•••
111.0.1 *••••• ilh•anih

ahraies--.

4
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LYWOOD (UPI)
r Curtis Harrinton is
ing with Shelley inters
elle Parsons to costar in
I Friends" - the story
women who run a talent
or children in the 1930s.
** *
int Stadium, home of
lifornia Angels, seat,
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WHO'S THE FASTEST GROWING AUTOMOBILE
DEALER IN MURRAY?
al;
'• LASSITER & H (INKY GLASS CO •

LASSIT118

PLATE GLASS AU

Me11119114 V

twat,q
23
S' PIA
kclonts
OwtiS
4‘+'S

LASSITER-McKINNEY
DATSUN

or i

Phone 153-7114

810 Sycamore

DN'T FIGURE
HOSE EMPLNERIS
be REPORTS

FOR THE BEST DEAL ON
SEE: JAMES NASH OR DAN McKINNEY
LASSITiR McKINNEY HAS A FEW 1969 DATSUNS LEFT

THE SOUND MOVE IS TO DATSUN--SEE THE WORLD'S BEST $2000 CAR

131./SoViv1//,_ L.S-40

Look at any DatsunDiscover all the extras
you get at no extra cost.

Datsun/2

$1985*

'Plus Local Freight, Tax & Lic.

Van Buren

1970 OWNS

$3111'

Overhead cam engines, disc brakes, deluxe wheel covers, whitewalls,
undercoating, locking gas caps
and more. Even a radio, tach and
tonneau on our sports cars! Datsun delivers complete with extras you

4/Door

$2085*

2000 Sports

don't pay extra for.

\

It

t
o
1,3 l

r
•

6

LASSITER-M cKINNEY

1600 Sports

12841x

HAS

•A COMPLETE BODY SHOP
• PARTS DEPARTMENT
*COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES
• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS

Wagon

$2315'
Al Cape)

Pickup

$1925^

During the past six months our sales have far exceeded our expectations.

DRIVE A DATSUN... THEN DECIDE
C

t`
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PAM
TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WSIX-8

WLAC-5

WS1A-4

SUNDAY MORNING

600

Sunrise Semester

6:50 Farm Digest (el_
7:00 Report From Washington (c)
7:15 Day of Discovery
1:30
1et:r
7:4 Gospel
:00
8:15 Movie

Rert
Le
Tiv

(a
Know Ygur Bible

Tom & Jerry (c)

Oral Roberts

Sego Bros_ & Naomi (c)
Carl Tipton Cc)

Reports of Apollo 12 Splashdown Set
For Monday; Football Fills Thanksgivig Day

House of Worshin(c)

NEW YORK (UPI) — If the the Pirate's Inn," starring Ed "Alan King— Public Cousiuner field, Ray Stevens and Bob will be "Journey to billion,"
No. 1," Paul Lynde, Marian Hope,
starring Brenda Scott and Mich12 moon mission remains Begley.
Apollo
America Sings (c)
Heaven's Jubilee (c)
130
Ella Fitzgerald, Eddie Albert Mercer and Angie Dickinson
movie ael Serrazin.
television netnight
the
Saturday
NBC's
schedule,
on
CatilkraLQX4111OrrOW Cc).
100
works will have life reports of Ed Ames and Caterina Valente help the comedian poke fun at
Look Up & Live (c)
9:30 Under( oi
splashdown in the Pacific are on Ed Sullivan's CBS hour. big business and its products.
the
Faith For TOdav
TO:00 Flintstones Cc)
i_y beginning about 3:30 "The ABC Sunday Night "Medical Center" on CBS has
Monda_
Discover:
_Th_eA4logg_10
10:30ijsAu_9141
Movie" screens "A High Wind an episode in which the unpreEST.
WS ):--TV
IN—TI
College Football (c) p.m.
Face the Nation (c)
11:00 Community Worship (c)
the usual in Jamaica," starring Anthony dictable behavior of a troublebrings
Thursday
Channel 5
Channel X
Channel 4
BM Pace (c)
11:30 Eternal Light Cc)
some youth may be due to a
Thanksgiving parades to NBC Quinn and James Coburn.
EVENING PROGRAMS
FRIDAY
MONDAY
physical cause.
and CBS, and ABC will air a
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
On "Gunsmoke" for CBS a The ABC movie will be
college football game. CBS will
6 .0300TiZh's. 01.1'.;,-.1"" L'etatsm:.`tfr'r • ''' '''n7, t'11'.1.SP :11
frontier
is
"Beach
teacher
prisoner
held
Blanket
Bingo,"
starFootball
•
National
(c)
two
Dickey
have
Doug
x-7:30 p.m., Ch. 4 The mysterious disappearanceofa famous
12:00 Meet the Press
League games and NBC will along with Festus by a family of ring Frankie Avalon and Anwriter has a Jarring effect on the lives of two women .
NFL
(doubleheader)
(doubleheader)
Football
AFL
Football
12:30
nette Funicello.
American Football hillbilly desperadoes.
two
have
MCCALLUM, DAME JUDITH ANDERSON star.
DAVID
(e)
Dertot
Roper
Baltimore at Chicago
1:00 Cincinnati at New York
and
The Brady Bunch
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Try Ci,ai GJVI
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contests.
League
Hint
CO
7
THURSDAY
Deeds Goes lo Town
Issues & Answers (c,)
HILJ'I s 'in,",
2;00
ir
il 0,4tivi Snacial:
the Bob Hope special on NBC, On
entertaintwo
telecasts
NBC
Thanksgiving morning
Here Come the Brides
At Issue (c)_
P.., ,.,.
00 'File on Ottellre
2:30
0
Hir.• Corn* the Brides
night_quests will be Danny Thomas, CBS will show four parades and
DJ 13. an s Reel"
.13 Etienne Sst.cial
'ID
World of Tomorrow(c ment specials Monday
Dallas at Los Angeles
3:00 Oakland at Kansas
List,
virna
Steve Laurence and NBC will concentrate on the
tfie—
and
Hope
Bob
starring
pseudonym
one
flippant
writer's
serious
A
4
x-9 p.m., Ch.
High School Quiz(c
3:30
Tennessee Ernie Eydie Gorme.
Macy parade in New York.
personality takes over his life and his writing! GEORGE
Movie "LoveZplendored Thing' other hosted by
4:00
"The Peapicker in Picaeilly"
For&
CBS has the National Football
C. SCOTT, MAUREEN STAPLETON Star.
is the Tennessee Ernie Ford League game between MinneJimmy Ourante Pre
23-29:
Nov.
for
V1.04
Highlights
n
SUNDAY EVENING
The Len.r.gn Sisters
33 • on,,.?0,6.1±1r,,a1
MaPit
7
variety special next on NBC. sota and Detroit and, in early
SUNDAY
DAUGHTRY, BOB
DAVE
VOECKS,
AL
4—
Ch.
p.m.,
x-10
The
was
program
together
put
NBC's "Wild Kingdom" has
evening San Francisco vs, DalLand of the Giants (c)_
Lassie (c)
6:00 Dateline Today (c)
OLSEN, and PAUL EELLS give you a PROFESSIONAL
the first half of a two - parter, in England and guests are all las.
6:30 Wonderful World of Disney (c) To Rome With Love (c).
wrap-up of all the news, weather, and sports.
British — Davy Jones, Harry
wildlife
of
study
a
"Wildfire,"
AmeriNBC
broadcasts two
The FBI(c)
7:00
S.30Sports News. Vettir
Wthr
CO N..," Wthr : ink News
A
Secombe,
Terry
and
Thomas
conditions.
Wasson Train
under forest fire
I ‘i0
Totil*d _Perri, Mason
.30 TOUchdown.
can Football League games—
—
7:30 Bill Cosby (c)
Norman
Train
Wisdom.
Wagon
NBC's Disney hour offers the
00 The Tunloht Shaw Perry Mason
g
Denver-Kansas City and San DiMovie "High Wind In
Wagon Train
8:00 Bonanza (c)
Leslie Uerains (e)
Tonlahl Show Pttrry Mason
11
•I
Lucille Ball and George Car- ego-Houston at 4.
_
•
The Joey WNW Shoo
Jamaica"(c) first of a two-part mystery-adMission Impossible (c)
The—Untouchables P4rry Mason
00
9:00 The Bold Ones (c)
Carol
The
lin
on
The Joey Bishcle Show
guests
are
12
UntOuChabler
"The
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Secrets
The
J1
film,
offers
mil e"
onsides
News. Weather, Sports venture
News,. Weather, Sports
10:00 News
The /OW/ likhOo Shaw
Burnett show for CBS.
A
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"Five
Andy
of
Ballad
"The
,V
Movie:
10:15
TUESDAY
must
airliner
an
on
witness
ry
Crocker"
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Mery Griffin (c)
10:30 Tonight iow c
Agnes Morehead is on the
be protected from a potential
Notre Dame Football
12.00
CBS "Lancer" episode, playing killer.
Science In Actior
Sunrise Semester
arm Digest
6
Casper Cartoons
the mother of a shy girl who
Heckle and Jeckle The Jetsons
:00
RichLittle
Longet,
Claudine
Samson
Bops (tunny
MONDAY MORNING
7 •30 Shew
provides refuge for Johnny ard and the Ace Trucking ComRunner
C•ttersootia Cats
00 Here's the Grump Rood
Cadences. Cats
Lancer after he is wounded by pany group are on "This is
.30 The Pink Panther Dastardly I MuttletY
8
Country Journal (c)
Hot Wheels
Pe ntelooe Pasta.
5:45
Pulnstuf
P.
H
.00
an outlaw.
Trot Hardy BoYs
Scooby Doc, Where
9
Tom Jones" for ABC.
?1) Einnnaa S11.110
Morning News (c)
t:00 morning Show (e)
' Walter Brennan and the Smith
The
Sky Hawks
Archie
,•our
Comedy
nmentui•
CC
IA
"Rio
screens
The CBS movie
McHale's Navy
Jake Hess Cc)
-6:30
Adv. of GultIver
Hcur
30
Underdoo
Musical group appear with Red Conchos," star ring Richard
The Mont ees
Fantastic Voyaie
Morning Watch (c)
6:55
CBS. There's a Fred- Boone.
on
Skelton
11
111 1511',:e17,1`a:1"
Wacky Races
Ittosk
Preview
Pozo's Big Top(c)
7.00 Toy Show
die the Freeloader sketch.
SATURDAY ‘1•1 ER NOON PROGRAMS
7:55 Weather Cc)
ABC's "Movie of the Week"
7 .00 Meta,
ABC repea
SuPtr Men
FtR
doc"
AY
itsone-hour
siD
By RICK DU BROW
NCAA Football
MorningNews (c
7:30 Today Stow
30 -Pl'arny Island
Jonny Outs,
Feedlot!
is "In Name Only," a comedy umentary, "How Life Begins,"
Wake Up With Jackie
7:55
:TA
Movie.
Jr.
Achievement
Show
Football
I
•..10 -Tarlac and
1•4I
routball
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)— Notes in which partners in a marriage a study of the processes of conCaptain Kangaroo (c)8:00
consultant firm discover some ception and reproduction.
▪ ao the Huntress"
Ccilepe HJIntro
Football
Lucy Show (1 ti watch television by:
-Mike Douglas (c)ao
3:30 Today blow
30 Glover
SPCIling lit,
Football
arranged
they
marriages
the
of
"The Namt of the Game" on
He Said -She Said(c
The Ratings: CBS-TV's amen.
3 00
Wild Kingdom
Outdoors
9:00 It Takes Two Cc)
Football
30 College Etc.,
Fall City FiSiortiP ssis.orisr moth
,
NBC has "The Civilized Men."
,ageless "Gunsmoke" series are illegal.
The Barbara Moore Show(c
9:30 Concentration Cc
7-700 Hugel X. Lewis
"Rosie,"
is
movie
NBC
Turn Clo
All Meir Wrest1Ing
The
Jill St. John, Jack Kelly and
L
again has --finished atop the
Kitty Welts
Andy of Mayberry (c)Turn On
All Star Wrestling
10:00 Sale of the Century (c)
starring Rosalind Russell.
rankings,
Football
Rod
in
stars
guest
are
television
Cameron
NGAA
Snow
Crl
Amer
Alt
Brothers
,
/abut
tional
n
•.
5/`
of
Love
(c)
Life
10:30 Hollywood Squares (c)
30 Porter Wasiaser
WEDNESDAY
The Joe Nemeth Show "Sc!UCLA
this tale of moderailay cattle
Bewitched Cc)
despite the head-on competition
c
"u ere •ear
yr eloper si c
Flip Wilson, Jackie De Shan- rustling in Florida.
- SettRIMY'tVENiNG PROGRAMS
--c) of the previous front-runner,
Search For Tomorrow (c)
11:30 Name Droppers (c)
non and the star's singing parer
OD -ester Flat, Show Neuss. Wthr : Sports Football
"The CBS Friday night movie
Is BC-TV's "Laugh-In."
TO
30 Andy Williams Show lals,t C.,:aatort .:10V• Football
Glen Campbell is "Please Don't Eat the DaisThe season's hottest new ents are on the
MONDAY AFTERNOON
00 Andy Willrems Show Jarkie G faun Snow Football
hour for CBS,
7 30 Adam-13
My Thee Sons
Football
ies,"_starring Doris Day and
deo series, ABC-TV's "MarOn Mcvle.
NBC's "Music Hall" presents David Nivel.
Green Acre,
Lawrence Welk Show
Dream House(c
us Welby, M.D.," starring
8 70
News (c
"Itebtery"
12:00 Noon Show (c)
Petticoc Junclion
Lawrence Welk Show
SATURDAY
c) R obert Young, came in a Fading Fen-ies
e all
et's
Death Kialfey Days
Hollywood Palace
se "orld urns c
00 Mcaie
-1`2MD
9
Sports Hollywood Palace
30 Movie
NeWS, Althr
ABC
football
college
two
has
the
Newlywed Game c
second in
pectacular
Love-Splendored Thing
1:00 Days of our Lives (c)
The 1111 Anderson Siwo
re
CO Mogie
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
games—Army-Navy followed by
Dting Game (c r
Ai News: Moyle.
Mann'
V
The Suck Owens Shlw
And "Laugh-In"
The Guiding Light (c)
1:30 Doctors (c)
the early days about 200 Penn
e7lny'eMeion
•Aosrle.
7
State. North Carolina
CO "Street, a Lerede"l
1
Hospital Cc)0ns third
NBC-TV's Julie.
se • t. '', I m c
re s s is or -or ,
Perry Mason
"Everybody Does It'
I .30 MCvle
Apollo 12 Uyewllness A ndrews-Harry Belafonte spit !Wry boats operated in the state State.
The Eke of NW (c
2:30 Bright Promise i
GO Movte
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we
Moyle
„
25
than
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I
voyie
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host
to
Men
Ar.
30 Moyle
Andy Williams on NBC is
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jal t1.41.slis
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ial
Corner Pyle,. MIC c)
3:00 Letters to Laugbx-Paid advertisement
to lam* Canis Dusty SprInge *anie
Vsulyll lei rile iTutil (c)
;f ranks a
Beverly Hiles(e) • eynolds
I8 s Island
M$
kt(tc2e Invisible
e
Gill
4:uirBear [he clock Cc)
I Love Lucy d mal 62nd ... Miss Reynolds'
Bildtti (c)
4:3e16t1 Ave. South (c)
series, mean
News'(c) Is BC-TV
5:00
Dick Van Dyke rated a mediocre 43rd.
News, Weather, Sports
5:30 News, Weather,Sports
More proof, by the
lk
MONDAY EVENING
rived that the ultra-contem. .1
; rary style, earthy movies
News(c f vored by the young motioil,
.
News (c)
6:00 Dateline T..,
e c t icture audience are veryy
us c
•e'
tmsmo e c
.•"s y "or. .. ' t., come o
i ecure ratings bets with the
7:00 Laugh-1n(
For the holidays, you should be decked out in
The Music Scene(c) E enerally older television aud7:15
green. With money to buy all the gifts you want to
ABC-TV's "A Man
Here's Lucy (c)
i ence
7:30
The Survivors (c)
Mayberry RFD (c)
d A Woman" finished 60th
-6:50--EZB-TW-'Vec-iaT CC-)
give.
national rankings
Doris Day (c)
I e
8:30
And if you join our wide-awake Christmas Club
Love American Style(c) 1 owever, in the more urbanCarol Burnett(
- 0
:UL) eznIe t ord SVecial (61
dow, you can have MO, WO, even WO to spend
News ( riented 70-city ratings, the
News
10:00 News
Movie: "Woman's World" film came in 16th.
Mery Griffin (c)
next year.
10:30 Tonight Show (c)
This past Monday night, a
Prominent visitor
Make the small payments regularly for the next
1 ore traditional but excellent
---a---1
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
fifty weeks. And at Christmas,. your Christmas
k'
movie on NBC-TV, "Madigan," f.
JfrD
Ireland's Prime Minister Jack
N.
police tale with Richarl
Club money will leave you in the pink. Which does
Lynch visited the, set of "Ryan's idmark and Henry Fonda, got
much more for you than red.
County
in
location
Daughter" on
whopping overnight rating in
Kerry as the guest of director New York against C BS-T
David Lean.
tent lineup of "Mayberry
.F.D.," Doris Day and Carol
CBS-TV, with its
Burnett
numerous rural-oriented shows,
figures to improve against
"Madigan" in the national
statistics, but it is clear video's 0
basic audience has rather clear
preferences,
If present trends continue,
several developments in video
films may well take place „
One: Networks simply won't
shell out big money for hot-shot
"contemporary" movies without second thoughts, especially
since motion pictures generally
aren't doing that well on video
any more .,, Two: Problems
over earthy movies on the
home screen may turn out to
Today, 4:00 PM THE BIG SHOW
cause less havoc than expectee
"Voyage to the Planet of Prehistoric Women (c1
Three: Television seems
Mamie Van Doren
sure to favor making its own
Tonight, 8:00 FRIDAY NIGHT MOVIE
two-hour teleftlms tailored spe'Donavan's Reef" (r) John Wayne, Lee Marvin, Dorothy Lamour.
cifically for the audience whose
Cesar Romero, Jack Warden, Elizabeth Allen
tastes it knows well ... that
Tonight, 10:30 PM PERRY MASON
way, television movies may not
Improve, but ratings will,
Tonight, 12:30 AM THE LATE SHOW
NBC-TV's relatively
non"Mutiny" (c) Mark Stevens, Angela Lansbury
violent Saturday morning childSaturday, 9:00 PM DEATH VALLEY DAYS
ren's series, "The Banana
Saturday, 11:00 PM PERRY MASON
Splits Adventure Hour," is in
Saturday, 12 Midnight THE LATE SHOW
ratings trouble, and a network
,
source indicates there is a good
"Men of the Fighting lady"(C) Walter Pidgeon, Van Johnson
chance it won't return next
, NBC-TV is reported
season
:-.,bout a replacement
thinking
6 and 10 PM Monday Through Friday
would use cartoons
series
•
with Chris Clark, Jerry Clad and Bob lobertim
out of the Walt Disney shop.
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FOR NEWS AND WEATHER!
...

FOR SPORTS!

6:20 PM and 10:20 PM CHANNEL FIVE SPORTS
Monday through Friday with John Lashlee
Sunday, 10:45. PM THE BILL PACE SHOW

WLAC-TV OD CHANNEL 5
A (Si *mum.

BANK OF MURRAY
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Daniel
a jail
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sing t
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execut
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ENGAGED Douglas Rogers,
23. son of Secretary of State
William P. Rogers. and
Malley Hardin. 21. Asupbtse
of Secretary of Agriculture
Clifford M. Hardin, announced_ in Washington that
they will be married in
Washington National Presbyteriiin Church Jan. 31. -

'Dolly' in demand
HOLLN'WOOttk
medal and _swol,,
Irganizations have bought w
the first month's showings .1
"Hello, Dolly," at I;raumai
Chinese Theater for more d i
S200.000 although
the Ill,
won't be released until 1)i-c. I

Twenty-five
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KIDNAP-M/URDER CONFESSED

Another Mitchum acts

—Portuguese national Jose
Daniel Dias Resende sits in
a jail cell (lower) in Sao
Paulo, Brazil. after confessing that he and his father
kidnaped and murdered Patrick Egan Dolan (top), 18,
son of an American business
executive. The father of the
slain youth paid a 812,00(
ransom before the boy wa:
•
slain, police said.

HOLLYWOOD ([P1)-Chris
Mitchum, another of Robert
Mitchum's sons, has turned to
acting with
a small role in
"Chisum" with John Wayne.
* * *

Puritan Pat
HOLLYWOOD(UPI)-Patrick,
Magee will play a Puritan preachil
er in "Cromwell" which stars
Richard Harris in the title role.

WifINO TO BE A HABIT—injured in a rock fall in a Lark,
Ilan !inn*. William (Buck) Jones, 61. is recuperating in.a.
Last' March he was trapped for
Salt Lake City
**hi daps at the 1.20o-foot level of the mine. He said he has
asked for is jelsabove ground(Ive had enough of all this."

&

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Contennia Scrapbook
ligq64eing Back is

"conservative" five million. The
National Institute of Mental Healba put the figure at some 12
million and maybe as high a
20 million.
The Institute also estimated
that 25 to 40 per colt of all
The nationwide controversy students
have tried marijuana.
over marijuana laws - a subject The
Presidential task force rethat may affect as many as one ported the
figure may be as high
American out of 10 and perhaps as 60 per
cent.
the majority of all college stu"The Advocates" will poll its
dents - will be spotlighted on the studio audience in
Los Angeles
public television network debate, and one at
WHA-TV in
"The
" Sunday, Nov. Wis., and will encourageMadison,
the natAdvocates,
10 to 11 p.m., EST. ionwide viewing
30, from
audience to reThe live telecast will feature spond by mail to
the issue.
as the guest - "the man faced
Madison was selected as the
with a choice" - Senator George "remote" city because
the Wisby (R-Calif.), a member of consin State
Assembly recently
Senate Labor and Public Wel- passed a bill that
would permit
e Committee that is consider- Madison police to
enforce the
ing a new law to deal with mari- law on the
University of Wisjuana users.
cousin campus at MadisOn. The
The speclfic questions of the bill now goes before
that state's
Nov. 30 debate is: "Should cr- Senate. It is
interpreted as an
iminal penalties for the use of effort to control campus
drug
marijuana be abolished?"
traffic.
"The Advocates" will be
Controversy over marijuana
shown over most of the 180 non- has centered around
medical and
commercial stations of the pub- legal questions such as:
Does
lic television system. The pro- its use lead to violent
crime;
gram is made possible by grants does it cause
psychological or
from the Ford Foundation and the medical ailments, and does
it
Corporation for Public Broad- encourage the use
of heroin?
casting.
Former U. S. Food and Drug
Advocate Max Greenberg will Administration director
James
argue in favor of abolishing crim- L. Goddard called
marijuana
inal penalties and advocate How- laws "a mature of bad
science
ard Miller will oppose abolition and poor understanding
of the
The Nov. 30 debate will originate role of law as a
deterrent force.
from KCET in Los Angeles. On They are unenforceable,
excessalternative weeks, "The Advoc- ively severe, scientifically
inates" emanates from WGBH in correct and revealing
of our
Boston.
ignorance of human behavior"
Nation Going To 'Pot'
Under current Federal and
The use of marijuana, once most state laws, possession
of
identified with rebellious young marijuana is a felony. Eight stpeople, now appears to be an ates recently reduced the penalaccepted practice for a -large ty to a misdemeanor or gave
segment of the nation. A recent their judges the right of disFederal task force put the num- cretion in reducing the penalty.
ber of persons who have tried
marijuana at least once at a
Nixon Changes Stand
The Nixon Administration, after proposing tough laws for
"pot," now has recommended
that the Federal penalty for first
offenders be a misdemeanor.
Most present statutes do not
distinguish between marijuana
and "hard" narcotics nor between the user and the "pusher,"
.
and arrests involving marijuana
totaled 80,000 last year, a tenfold increase in the last five
years.
One 20-year-old college student, arrested in a Virginia bus
station with three pounds of marijuana he had obtained for friends,
was sentenced to 20 years in
prison. Yet , it is estimated
that there are some 25 times
as many marijuana users as
there are places in all of the
country's prisons to hold them.
Many persons have argued that
"pot" is less harmful than either
alcoholic beverages or cigarettes, and while some evidence
substantiates this claim, the Presidential task force stated "surely it is not valid to justify the
adoption of a new abuse on the basis that it is no worse than a
presently existing one."
Roger Fisher, professor of international law at Harvard, is
executive editor of "The Advocates." Gregory Harney is the
executive producer.
Moderator of the debates from
both Los Angeles and Boston is
Victor Palmieri, who was deputy
executive director of the Presiient's Riot Commission . He is
an authority on urban development.
On Dec. 7, "The Advocates"
will move to Chicago to debate
"Should the police be relieved
of responsibility for social problems to concentrate on major
crimes?" The guest will be Daniel Walker, president of the Chicage Crime Commission.

86 c A periodical esteemed among distaff
readers, Lady's Friend, warned in
1869, "Chignons are to be abolished by the
select world of Paris, and ladies who would be
thought good form are to endeavor to dress
their hair themselves or to look as if they
had dressed it . . . In the daytime the hair,
simply braided, will be confined within the

WIGS SLIPPING OFF.

A PERFECT-FITTING WIG guaranteed
ri be J LICHTENPELD. That mOst uncessafortasbill
and uneasy feeling of a Wig slipping od prevented. Tles
perfec-t4Itting Wig guaranteed to Bt. properly on the Woad.

PLAIN BANDEAUX WIG. £6. 6s. and 25. Bs.
WAVED BANDEAUX WIG. £6. 6g. and ,C3. Si.
PLAIN BANDEAUX WIG, DEMI-PDXPADOITR

ANOTHER MAKE,SUITABLE for THEATRICAL
PURPOSES, £3 10s.
POWDER WIGS,13. 3a.
ILLUSTRATIONS ON APPLICATION.

J. LICHTENFELD.

meshes of a n, ‘nd far from assuming a
pyramidal shap-. will rather fall loose. Niobe
fashion. For thi evening it will be sufficient
to place a iin-ftle wreath upon the head, a
garland of roses, sweetbriar, or clematis.
All beads and gildirg must be discarded. The
artificial hair must return to its proper place
a sometimes needy help, but not. as it has
been too long, the principal. not to say the
whole ornament of the head.''
As this indicates, a century ago ladies were
undergoing another of the periodic ups-anddowns of fashions tn hairdos and all other
aspects of dress. The concession by styledictators that artificial hair was -sometimes
needful help" meant cases of baldness from
disease or scalp infections see left).
Hairdos assumed ridiculously elaborate
proportions and ornamentations periodically
Earlier in 1869, before the ukase fr,,m "the
select world of Paris: Lady's Friend report.
ed. -The hair is worn higher than ever
For ball coiffures ladies have such a profusion of curls and frizettes that the head
would be overloaded if flowers feathers or
any other sort of trimming were added . A later issue of Lady's Friend comforted
ladies who affected coiffures made fashionable by queens and royal mistresses in 16th
and 18th centuries, with puffed up chig-nons,
sparkling diadems. cataracts of curls, sprays
of flowers or feathers. The editor said the
dictum of Parisian retietionnaire ladies was
not being obeyed tn New York, Washington,
Philadelphia.
CLARK KINNAIRD
Important' aecessory in late Sixties.
I
From the new entailed "Victorian Ads ertliwments," published by J. R. Lippincott Co.
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Cameo role
New role
HOLLYWOOD(LP1)-Shelley
Winters accepted a cameo role aa
HOLLYWOOD
the romantic interest of Anthony Former "Dead, End Kid' Billy
Quinn in "Nobody Loves Flap- Valop plays a regular role in
"Land of the Giants."
ping Eagle."

r
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SPECIAL OFFER FROM
CORN1NG*WARE°

P-33 Trio Set
I QT.-- I /
1 2 QT. —
QT.
COVERED SAUCEPANS
Open Stock Value 17.85
SAVE
7.86

9.99

Sizes that insure just th• right one for
any meal . . . large or small. Freeze,
cook. serve . . . all in the same dish. A
compliment to any kitchen.

STARKS HARDWARE
12th & Poplar
Murray, K y
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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/Ian
... to give, with gratitude

a

HOLLYWOOD(UPI)-Robert
Aldrich purchased "The Plaza,"
a book based on the history
of
the famed New York hotel, for
production of a motion Dichire

••••••••••

'7'

c%

Buys book

Thanksgiving .. . in the word lives the essence of the day. We give thanks ... for
blessings large and small, bestowed on one
and all. And because we are thankful, we
gladly give of our energy and our efforts,our
aims and ambitions, on behalf of all, that
everyone may be blessed, and be thankful.
On this Thanksgiving Day, we look back
across the years and forward to the future
with thanks for the plenitude that we have
been privileged to enjoy,and with the steadfast resolve that in the years ahead we will
do our part to bring forth more achievements, more good things for all. To our
many friends, best wishes for a Happy
Thanksgiving.

Hospital.
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AOl

Improvements
Are Sought
By KEA
FOR MINT
NOTICII
AUTOS FOR SALO
MOMS
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The KenSee
Education Association ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser.tucky
1954 MERCURY, four door TWO-BEDROOM trailer.
(KEA) is calling for five impro- vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C BELTONE hetory fresh hear- hardtop. Excellent condition, Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. m.
vements in the state's founda- M. Sanders. Phone 362-3176, ing aid bstteries for all make low mileage, air-conditioned, at Murray Drive In Theatre enTFC
-tion program to bring about bett- Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
power steering and brakes, new trance.
TIC tires, $995.00. Car bought new
er schools for Kentucky chilctreo.
NICE HOUSE TRAILER, all
PRIZE a day for 30 days!
Under the "better schools" A
in Murray by owner. Phone electric. Will rent for $70.00
Convenient
Food
Mart,
ChestN-34-C
category in KEA's 1970 legisla- nut Street, grand
436-5587.
per month, that includes parkopening, Noture program are these items vember 19 to 28.
ing space and water. Phone 7?
cos
N-26-C
Impala
1968 CHEVROLET
the General Assembly will be
N-2+ P
Power steering, disc brakes 4837.
tom.
asked to act Von:
"SAVE WITH SAFETY"
. ..
Four season comwindows.
and
1. A $6000 state - allotment Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharmfortron, radio, four speed trans- TWO-BEDROOM trailer, see
base for starting calories of acy. Do you realize you can
engine, Corvette Brandon Dill at Dill's Tittles
MURRAY, Ky. - Tues., Nov. mission, 396
teachers with degrees. The pre- save money on your drug bills.
wide oval Court after 4 p. m. Located at
with
new
wheels
sent base is $5000-only $1700 No matter what the drug, no 18, 1969 Murray Livestock
753-4775 after 5:00 the entrance to Murray Drive
Phone
tires.
above what has been determined matter who the doctor. Ask tu tion.
TIC
TIC In Theatre.
CATTLE: 520; CALVES 44; p.m.
the poverty breaking-point level our price on your prescriptions.
arrival.
ComCattle weighed on
1968 CHRYSLER 440 cubic inch STABLE on Hermitage Drive,
for a family of four.
No obligation what so ever.
pared to last week slaughter motor, complete. 350 horsepow- $15.00 per month. Phone 753.
2. A reduction in the number
cows and bulls 500 higher, eia. er. Excellent condition. Phone 6690 after 5:00 p. m
N-24-C
of pupils per classroom to allow
N-21-C
greater attention to the minimum I CAN NO LONGER be respon- ughter calves and vealers stea- 753-8042.
BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee
needs of individual children. KEA sible for any debts or checks dy, feeder steers and heifers
1969 CHEVROLET truck, long Apartments, South 16th Street,
other
than
my
steady
to
strong.
own.
Signed:
would lower to 25-to-1 the present
MOON DROP--The photo above was transmitted from the Apollo 12 command spaceship as
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility horn 3/4 ton, 814 foot bed. Call across from Westview Nursing
N-24-C
pupil-teacher ratio of 27-to-1. Jerry Norsiverthy.
astronauts Charles (Pete) Conrad and Alan Bean started down for a Moon landing in
$17.50-19.50,
few high dressing 753-4454 after four p. m. N-21-C Home. Two-bedroom, bath, util•
3, More special - instruction
ity room, living room, kitchen
their Lunar Lander Intrepid.
$16.00-17.50, Can$21.50,
Cutter
personnel in art, music, physic1964 GMC pick-up truck, six- and dining area. Carpeted.
ner 315.00-18.00.
More
vehicles
.1 education, counseling, and the
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility cylinder, clean. 1967 Bonneville Elecertei heat. Air conditioned.
in Philippines
bumper woulen't provide much like. This would be accomplishto Good over 1100 lb. $22.50-24.- Pontiac four door hardtop. Nice. Referigerator, built-in stove and
protection in high speed ed through a slight alteration in
MANILA (UPI) - Vehicles 00, Cutter and lighter weights Phone 753-9061. Walston Texa- oven, dishwasher and garbage
N-21-C disposal furnished. Phone 753.
co.
crashes. Which is what gave the formula that currently pro- registered with the Philippine 800-1100 lb. $20.00-22.50.
N-24-C
me the idea for the Hydromo- vides only one ASIS (administra- Lind Transportation CommisSLAUGHTER CALVES AND 1988 VOLKSWAGEN, nice car, 4974 or 753-3865.
tive and special instructional sion totaled 280,000 as of July VEALERS: 275-360 lb. $28.00bile Six.
low mileage. Phone 436-2258. NICE
MODERN
apartment.
What I have in mind is a services) unit for every eight 15, 1969, including 20,000 cars 31.00, Choice 350-500 lb. $25.N-22-C Close to campus. Phone 753units.
basic-education
entire
the
as
as
big
in
beg
00-28.00,
mixed
Good
and
Chowater
U.S. military bases in this
N-21-P
4. A $100 increase two years country. The total was an in- ice $23.00-25.00, Choice 180-275 1965 PONTIAC Bonneville, two- 6787 or 753-5553.
with a classic belly flop the body of the car.
By DICK WEST
in
the
classroom-unit
door
from
how
hardtop.
passengers
Fxrellent
condilb.
$36.00-38.00,
few
high
Choand
driver
crease
The
of
PRIVATE
LOT
for
troller.
City
38,471
looking
at
as
I
was
other day
vehicles
the
N-22-C water, two miles from Murray
the picture of a collision would have to wear snorkels, allocation for capital outlay, cov- Philippines (population 35 mil- ice $40.00, mixed Good and Cho- tion. Phone 436-2323.
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Inice $33.00-35.00, few Standard
between two motor vehicles aqua-lungs or scuba equipment. ering school construction and lion) over the 1968 figure.
ONE-OWNER 1967 Impala two- $30.00 per month. Call after
troducing- the 1970 Hyctromoto Good $26.00-29.00.
* * *
equipped with "water bum- But that wouldn't be much equipment . The per-unit allocadoor hardtop. Sharp. Phone 753- 4:00 p. m. at 753-8548. N-24-C
bile Six!
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice
more inconvenient than seat tion would then be $1300.
pers."
She ain't much to look at, I'll
550-750 lb. $28.00-31.50, one lot 4353 or see at 1316 Popkw St.
5. A $100 increase two years
The water bumper is a new belts and shoulder harnesses.
N-24-P
concede, but for motorists who
8
head 560 lb. $32.50, mixed
And driver's cramps are far from now in the classroom-unit Missouri is
energy absorption system inalso
put safety ahead of esthetics,
Good
and
Choice
$25.50-28.00,
allocation
for
current
expenses
whiplash.
than
a
painful
less
vented by a company called
the 'Shoe Me State'
the hydromobile should be the
Good *23.00-25.50, few Standother than instructional salaries.
CARD OF THANKS
Energy Absorption Systems
ultimate auto.
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- The two ard $20.00423.00, Choice 300Included in this category are
We with to express our sinInc. Well, what it is actually is
The idea for a car of this
Instructional supplies, salaries largest shoe manufacturers in 550 lb. S29.00-32.00, few pack- cere thanks and appreciation
a bag of water with a hole in it. For swift communication
type splashed into my head
of
non - certificated employees, the nation are located in Mis- ages 300-400 lb. up to $35.00, to all who were so kind to us
You attach it to your car
HOUSTON,
Tex,
(UPI) - A heating and electricity costs,and souri. The Brown Shoe Com- mixed Good and Choice $26.00 after the death of our beloved
where the bumper ordinarily
W. Bryan
$9
million
communication
pro- maintenance. The per-unit alloca- pany and International Shoe, 29.00, few Standard to low Good father and brother,.when
your
see?
And
then
fits,
.
$22.00-25.00.
gram
.
has
tion
in
1971-72
would
now
been
be
$1500.
known
recommended
as
Interco,
have
wife runs into something in the
HEIFERS: Choice 550-750 lb. Arriam•
Ned* Fresh Daily
May God richly blow each
KEA's 1970 legislation pro- 31 plants in Missouri.
supermarket parking lot, you for the city of Houston by an
$24.50-26.50,
mixed,
'Good and of you is our prayer.
IN SACKS OR BMX
engineering firin. The pr9crain gram asks citizens to consider
don't have a $600 repair bill.
-.Choice $22.00-24.50, few StandDamon W. Harrison
calls kw more computers in iFe the questioh '''Holt Can Kentucky
Forces Water Out
•
ard to Good *19.00-22.00, Choice
William B. Harrison
Grow
If
police
and
fire
Our
Schools
Stand
departments,
new
Still?"
Instead, the impact forces the
300-550 lb. $26.00-27.50, one lot
James V. Harrison
water to spurt out through the ultra high frequency radio chan- and follows with an appeal to the legislation proposals are
MEAT MARKET
Mrs. Horace Beasley
list- 330 lb. $28.50, few packages 300hole, resulting in a gradual iels, a new fire alarm building 'Help Education Move Four Ste- ed, are better schools,
109 North 5th
better 400 lb. $28.00, mixed Good sad Mrs. John T. Ward
and
expansion
of
17
fire
staps
For
war
d."
reduction of the car's speed
Mrs. A. L. Love
tions.
The four steps, under which teaching,broader benefits, and Choice $24.00-26.00, few Standbefore the crash comes.
ard to low Good 320.0044.00.
* *
fuller funding.
The water bumper impresses
me as being potentially a more ‘ppalachian plight
efficient safety device than the
LOUISVILLE, Ky.__(UPI) air bag now being tested by
there are nearly I million resisome of the auto makers.
The air bag is designed to dents of the 49 Appalachian
inflate inside the car and counties of Kentucky, but only
11VPI*Ar
COLLIN'
cushion the occupants upon about 217,000 jobs, including
ANLOIMISS
impact. Which would be coun- 165,000 in nonagricultural purter-prodnctive in supermarket suits.
Al
Manufacturing provides about
parking lot collisions.
For one thing, your wife is 33,000 of the jobs in the area.
likely to have a sack or two of At least 100,000 additional jobs
groceries on the seat beside her would be required to correct the
Avg
when the crash occurs. And region's blighted economy.
* * *
those air bags inflate with
OT
considerable force.
The way food prices are Let the light in
MARS
OR
nowadays, the damage to the
DAYTON. Ohio (UPI) groceries squashed by the air America's first
"daylight fac
HEAD OF KENNEDY CLAN - bag could amount to more than tory" was built here
ISSISILTON
Oft
by tht
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, the damage to the car.
National Cash Register Company
walking on the beach at HyEliminates Radiator
ST
The walls of the building wen
annis Port, Mass., is the last
Another advantage of the 80 per cent glass and
were sup
surviving son of former U.S. water bumper, as I see it, is ported by columns
of brick.
Ambassador Joseph P. Kenthat it would eliminate the need veneered steel.
MUSS
A.
nedy, and became head of
for a radiator. You simply hook
* * *
one of the nation's most the bumper into the car's
cooling system.
prominent political families
TOMINS
*Mt
Unfortunately, the w a ter One left
when his father died.
AVALON, Calif.(UPI)- The
last manually operatedt, switchboard in Pacific Telephone Co.
territory in Caljfornia is on rePOPLAR
mote Catalina Island off the
coast opposite Los Angeles.

k
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Hydromobile Should Be The
Ultimate In New Car Safety
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Everything Must Go1 Up to 75% off! *
$4.99 en:
10-GAL. AQUARIUM with GRAVEL
• TROPICAL FISH SUPPLIES
• BIRD - DOG - CAT & HAMSTER SUPPLIES
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PROPOSED HIGHWAY LOCATION

'A.

Calloway County, S.P. 10-103, S 3.22

rat

MOI

MAIN STREET IN MURRAY
A Highway Corridor Public Hearing was held at the City Hall.
Murray, Kentucky. on September 18. 1969.

VISITS HYANNIS PORT Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis
walks down the ramp at Lokgart Intarr.ttltm.l _Airport 4nBoston after flying ,in from
Greece. She took a private
plane to the Kennedy home
In Hyannis Port. Mass.

The purpose of this hearing was to afford all interested persons
affected by the proposed construction of Main Street in Murray, from
the intersection of 16th Street, extending east to the intersection with
6th Street, an opportunity to express their views concerning the economic
effect the improvement will have on the community.

ages,
very I

Maps and other information submitted in support of the request
for approval of this project
,are publicly available at the Department
of Highway District Office'No. 1, located on U.S 62 at Reiciland, Kentucky.
,
Action taken by the Bureau of Public Roads on this request for
approval will be made public when the Kentucky Department of Highways receives notice of such action.
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•' The Transcript of this Hearing has bee') reviewed by officials
of the Kentucky, Highway Department and is being submitted to the
Bureali of Public Roads for approval of the project location as proposed at the Hearing

Thomas A. Scott
District Engineer
Kentucky Department of Highways
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to
12 p.m.
7 Days a

SE TRAILER, all
I rent for $70.00
hat includes parkwater. Phone 7!'
N-24-

k
P

/OM
11 at
4 p.
!, to

trailer, see
Dill's Trailer
m. Located at
Murray Drive
TFC

Hermitage Drive,
month. Phone 753N-24-C
:00 p. m.
new Valarah Lee
South 16th Street,
Westview Nursing
nsdroom, bath, utilving room, kitchen
area. Carpeted.
it. Air conditioned.
r, built-in stove and
saber and garbage
al/died. Phone 7533865.
N-24-C
)ERN
apartment.
mpus. Phone 7535553.
N-21-P
DT for trailer. City
miles from Murray.
month. Call after
at 753-8548. N-24-C

40TICE

COUNTRY
SAUSAGE

Fresh Daily
:S OR BULK

OAT'S

' MARKET
orth 5th

REAL NICE BRICK veneer
home with 5 acres of good land.
Home has there bedrooms, living room, den, 4itchen, 14
baths, fireplace, carport and
nice lawn. Located five miles
from Murray.
THIS beautiful 3-bedroom
Keeneland Drive. It has just
about everything including a
transferable loan. Board fence
in back and central heat and
air.
4-BEDROOM frame on Main
Street. This one is nice and
priced to sell. Lot size, 70' x
360', you can move in at date
of deed.
LARGE BEAUTIFUL BRICK
veneer on two acres of land,
1% miles from Murray. House
has three bedrooms, formal dining room, large living room
with fireplace, central heat and
conditioner.
air
Beautifully
landscaped lawn, double garage. This is a beauty.
NICE BRICK HOME in Kirksey.
This home has four bedrooms,
dining room, living room, central heat, full basement, three
acres of land and a good 30x50
shop building. A good location
and nice home for the right
person. Been reduced for a
quick sale.

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE POE SALE

NEW

REAL ESTATE POR SALE

BRICK

HOME

Located on a nice sloping lot in Westwood, a new
and fast growing subdivision in southwest section of
Murray.
This is a 3 bedroom home of attractive brick and
beautiful interior of Antique white, and features Avocado panelling, cabinets and built-in appliances in
family room, kitchen and utility room. The living room
and bedrooms are spacious, with large closets; two
ceramic tiled baths; carport and large storage and central heat and air.
If you are looking for a home with quality, space
and liveability for your present or growing family, call
us for full details. Owner will consider trading for smaller
home.

UAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE

P0a SALE

A MEDIUM PRICED home for
the large family. 4-bedroom
brick in Keenedand Subdivision.
Carpeted throughout, double
carport, outside storage.
1% STORY colonial 4-bedroom
brick on a beautiful 24 acre
lot. This fashionable home has
all the features you would want
in your new house. Beautiful
decor, and well planned for
convenient family living. Comparing this house with any
other, you can readily see the
purchase price is much less
than its replacement value.

PRICE REDUCED $3000.00 on
3 houses and 14 acres af land at
Lynn Grove. Two of these houses are brick the other is frame,
has city water, has stock barn
and other outbuildings, extra
good land with long road front
on gravel road and about 400
et. on paved road.
JUST LISTED in Kingswood
Subdivision a 4-bedroom brick
house on large lot with city
water, also has good well, large
shade, central heat. If you are
a _GI you may be eligible to
puichase with no down payment
only closing cost, $17,500.00.
A NICE 4-bedroom brick on
So. 13to Street. Has 2 baths,
carpet, range, drapes, air-conditioned, patio, carport, utility
and work room. This house is
now vacant, possession with
deed.

\

COKES

FULTON YOUNG REALTY

BACON

10 oz. bottle

B

69

6

Reg.

1 Lb.
Pkg.

$1.49

CHRISTMAS CARD BANANAS
9tb
$:7.e
. 990

this request for
rtment of High-

it

Beef

Banquet Frozen
Turkey - Chicken

Fresh Crisp

HEAD LETTUCE
F°R 29

DINNERS
3 FoR $1

Southern Star Sliced

BOLOGNA
5ge
CONVENIENT
1 Lb.
Pkg.

8 a.m.

Food

to

Mart

808
Chestnut

FOR SAIL.

1

OR

•
•

,
31SAFTBILT

GOOD INCOME PROPERTY

New Mobile Homes

of Highways

"7*

VIII

*****************
4+

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Reidland, Ken

f TIEeilIN

Employment
Opportunities
Murray State
University

Airing

of the request
the Department

Murray, Ky.

12 p.m.
3-BEDROOM brick with formal
7 Days a
TO BUY ... see usl
Murray, Ky.
TO SELL ... list with us!
dining room, 2 bath rooms, beaWeek
utiful kitchen cabinets, double
\\\\\\.\\\\\\\\\\\%\\\\
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
\
"S.S.
garage. Pleasantly decorated
and spacious. Located in the
4th and Maple Streets
city school district. See us for
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
Office phone 753 7333. Home phones: 'Fulton Young 753
details and make us a bid on
ELEGANT STONE HOME on
4946;
R.
Be
this
-Patterson 436-56g; Ishmael Stinson 753-1534.
excellent buy.
two acres of land. Has full baseHOUSE with transferable loan MAYTAG automatic washer, GOOD USED METAL roofing; CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
$50.00. Phone 753-6955 after 6 also used box wrings and mat- 5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male or
ment, two fire places, central
KEENELAND Subdivision, a 3- This loan is 6% with a payment p. m.
N,22-P tresses and water systems, Cy- female. Apply in person to Dan heat and air, large living area
of
$113.00
per
month
including
bedroom brick with family
Resort, Hwy. 121, 5 miles Castle, Chestnut Street. No
This place has a beautiful view.
taxes
and
insurance.
house
The
NEW TWIN maple poster bed. press
room, kitchen with all appliansouth of New Concord, Phone phone calls please.
Located near Ken Lake Hotel
TFC
REAL ESTATE FOR SAUI
Reel Oahe, Per $elo
ces. Carpeted throughout, 14 Isl.'s 3-bedroom, brick, with car- Box *spring and mattress. Used
(901) 247-3315.
N-22-C
on 94 Hwy.
baths. This house is one year pt in living room, dining area, only three months. Phone 753City
NEW BRICK HOME in
REDUCED for quick sale, ownhaft and 1 bedrooni. Has utility, 1622.
N-22-C SPECIAL. CHRISTMAS gift SEE THIS THREE BEDROOM school district, fully carpeted, er leaving state. Interior deco- old and has been kept like new. carport $18,500.00.
Owner
has
moved
from
Murray.
Murray Woman's Club cookbrick veneer in Kingswood. with central heat and a,ir. Has rators two bedroom home. BeaUSED
FRIGIDALRE
automatic
WE
HAVE
a
new
3
-bedroom
Large den and kitchen combina- 3 bedrooms, living room, kitch- tifully appointed interior in- Immediate possession. Priced brick in Bagwell Manor Subdi- washer. Good condition. Call books and Kentucky scenic
placemats. Call 436-2345 or 753tion, living room, two baths, en-dining area; P. ceraraic cludes, carpeting, draperies, right.
N-22-C
vision with entrance hall, den 753-3082.
4498 for information. Dec.-18.0
central heat and air, fine car- baths; utility, carport and pat- electric heat and air condition- A WELL designed exterior and with sliding glass doors to patpet throughout, nice rolling io, on l80' x 220' and -casi-- ing, dishwasher and garbage interior 3-bedroom -brick with io, two baths, carpet, utility, WELDER, 300 AMP Hell Arc,
CORONET HORN. Price realawn. Another house that has venient to shopping center. disposal. Shown by appointment 2 large baths. Fireplace in the carport, central heat and air, complete with gauge and oxyfamily room, built-in appliances
gen tank. Phone 753-7295 after sonable. Phone 753-6979. N-22-C
been reduced. This man is ready Priced below $2000000.
only. Phone 753-1474 or 753in kitchen, double garage plus $25,750.00.
5:00 p. m.
N-26-C FOR better cleaning, to keep
to sell, give us a bid
4775 after 500 p, m.
THREE-BEDROOM
11-26-C1 storage area. Blacktop
brick on
-BEDROOM
HOME,
3
with
alumdriveMAKE US A BID on this four
DUPLEX, new, brick, threeCatalina
Drive.
Has
two
baths,
UTILITY
TRAILER, 5' x 10' colors gleaming, use Blue Lusinum siding, on Ryan Ave., near
way. Located in city school disbedroom fully carpeted home on
bedroom. In city school district.
dining area, carport, electric tiandum wheel, 2.4" side, $195.00. tre carpet cleaner. Rent electric
University, on good lot. It contrict.
Can
be
bought
at
a
greatJohnson Blvd. Surrounded by
shampooer $1. Big K. N-22-C
Extra large master bedroom
sists of living room, kitchenly reduced price. Possession heat, outside storage room, Phone 753-7295 after 5:00 p. m.
nice homes. Kitchen, den, forwith carpet throughout. No city
storm
windows
and
doors,
posesN-26-C
,' ,sing area; nice bath room,
with deed.
Position now open in the
BASSET HOUND, male, semal dining room, double garage,
sion with deed.
utility, storage and carport, tax. 753-6202 after 5 p. m.
following area:
ven months old, black and
large utility room and paved
DUPLEX
located
at
H-N-22-(
306
No.
6th
BLOODED
FULL
Beagles, four white, AKC registered. Had all
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
Large back yard. A good buy at
driveway.
OE**, newly decorated, new to ten month old. Good huntKITCHEN
$15,000.00.
shots. Small size. Phone 753SIXTY-ONE ACRES, subdivi- condition. Carpets and drapes, inlaid in one apartment,
both ers. Some already
to 5303.
SUPERVISOR
N-21-(
THREE IkEDROOM FRAME TWO-BEDROOM HOME, with sion or farm land. 1% miles fireplace, central air condition- apartments has full bath, tub
^run. Phone 753-1716.
N-22-P
(male)
Tniveritity with garage, all asbestos siding and stone front. west of Murray, University on ing.j6lso a real nice 20' x 60' and shower, two-car garage, one
buil&ig with a garage, centralLarge
living
room,
kitchen-dinHighway
rpet. This place is priced
o
94. Colonial Home
BRAND NEW tape recorder, 5" 300 BALES of wheat straw. Call
COOK
apartment
has
two
(male)
bedrooms
ly heated. Ideal for almost any
for quick sale. Give us a call ing area; large bath room, car- (Early American). Ten rooms,
N-22-NC
kind of home workshop. Let us other one bedroom, close to reels, AC/DC, tWo speed, micro- 436-2289.
port
and
electric
heat.
This
is
to see.
two baths. In center of five
Apply:
show you this place and make town, church and school, $11,- phone. Still in carton. Make 1965 HOUSE
a well kept home and is a specTRAILER, two
TWO BEDROOM BRICK veneer
acres, large shade trees. Three
ideal gift for student, businessPersonnel Department
us an offer. Owner has moved 250.00.
ial
bargain. Priced only $12,bedroom.
Located
Hale
on North 17th Street. Real nice,
Lock
man, music lover. May be seen
acre lake. City water, gas avail- from Murray
Administration Bldg.
and is very anx- WHAT EVER your Real Estate
drapes and air conditioner goes 500.00. Owner would trade for able. Attractive financing. Call
needs may be it will pay you at Family Shoe Store. David Shop. Phone 753-5980. N-21-C
ious to sell.
farm
land.
(second floor)
with house. Pretty lawn. Is in
Hoyt Roberts. Murray 753-1651
N-22-C AKC REGISTERED
,to check with Hoyt or Ray Rob- Sellers.
Dachsh-und,
Robertson School District.
or
C.
C.
McGuire
447-2024 Lou- A 2-BEDROOM house and
erts at ROBERTS REALTY, at
ON NEW CONCORD Highway
Murray State University
1
SET OF GOLF Clubs, practical- female, six months old. Had all
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK veneer at intersection of New Provid- isville.
H-N-22-C acre on a blacktop road locat- 505 Main Street or call 753-1651
Murray, Kentucky n22.c
shots. Phone 753-3510.
N-21-C
new.
ly
Phone
753-1222
after
on South 7th Street. This house ence Road, a real neat 2-bedN-21-C 6:00 p.
ed about 2 miles from Murray.
m.
N-22-C
tits a full finished basement room home, with large living
SIX ,HEATERS: Arvin portable
Carpeted, air conditioned, and
with fire place. Just the nicest room; kitchen-dining and utilelectric'
,fan forced heat. 115 MEN OR WOMEN: To sell hosSERVICES OFFERED
attached garage. Just $9,000.00.
recreation room you could ity. Includes some carpeting,
volts, 1650 watts. Nearly new, pitalization, disability income
NOTICE
NOTICE
COMMERCIAL
building, 40' a
residentwant. Worlds of closets, some TV antenna, Window fan and PROFESSIONAL
$10.00 each. Phone 436-5533. and life insurance. Leads furn80', and lot. Excellent location
carpet and some hardwood. The oil stove for heating. Full price $1 painting. Brush, roll, spray. in
N-24-NC ished. Opportunity for sales adthe Five Points area. Near
References. Free estimates.
vancement. Renewal and bonus
price of this house is unbeliev- only $550000.
MSU campus. Contact us for
THREE-PIECE Betty Barclay off paid monthly. Write or contact
Phone 753-3486.
N-25-C
ab)e.
details.
white wool double knit suit, John Hamlet, 1705
Triplett
20 ACRE FARM, and good 2- FOR YOUR home remodeling,
junior size 5. Phone 753-8896. Street, Owensboro, Kentucky
bedroom
frame
home,
with
un- additions and repairs. Free esti- 6-ROOM frame house and 5
BEL_MONT DRIVE Three bedN-21-C or phone 684-4403.
N-22-C
sari brick, central heat and finished upstairs, that could be mates Call 753-6123
TFC acres. 3 bedrooms, fireplace,
made
into
additional
bedroom
electric
heat,
air
conditioned
well
and
air; two baths, modern
SIXTEEN weaning pigs. Phone WANTED: First class painter,
space. This property has apOn blacktop road about 1 mile
lonetted. Family room, all car753-4904.
N-21-C good pay, references required.
proximately
1800
feet
frontage
from
New Concord.
Phone 753-3486.
pet, two car garage. Has every- on
N-24-NC
Highway 121 West. Priced to
190 ACRE FARM near New
.22 WINCHESTER automatic,
thing.
sell at $12,000.00.
Concord, well fenced, new
$30.00. Phone 753-9919 after WANTED: Experienced bookBEAUTIFUL TRI-LEVEL on
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick home,
pump and well. Excellent catNo lobs to Small or Large
8:00 p. m.
N-21-C keeper, part time. Phone 753Poplar. Lots of storage space, 2
miles from Murray in Jacktle farm. Located adjacent to a
7233.
N-21-C
to be Appreciated
garage, central heat, two baths son
Acres. This is a well deBEGINNER GUITAR, almost
lake development.
Free Estimates
and beautifully decorated by a signed
SALESMAN
WANTED
home, with large living
new, $12.00. Johnny Express
for C &
Contact:
professional. You have to see
WE HAVE JUST listed one of
room; family room, kitchen with
truck and accessories, $10.00. M Distributing Co. Contact Rontc appreciate this home.
the better farms in the area,
built-ins, two ceramic tiled
Allstate Moped, $35.00. Will nie King at 753-9444.
N-25-C
GORGEOUS HOME ON Hermit- baths,
located just 3 miles from the
baseboard heat, and cartrade for saddle. Phone 498bedrooms,
three
baths,
21
4
age.
Murray State University camppets throughout, a double ga8578.
N-24-C WANTRESS for afternoon shift,
family room plus large rumpus rage with large
4 till 9 p. m. Apply in person
us. 130 acres with roads on 3
utility
room
room, central heat and air, un- and storage, a Large
A GOOD USED coppertone re- at riV2 Points Bar-B-Q. N-21-C
**wean 8:00 a. m. and
sides, one of which is blacktoplot
frontfrigerator. Also a white Tapusual interior and exterior.
SAW D. re.
ped. Contact us for further deing on blacktop road. This is
SUNSET DRIVE One of the priced to sell,
pan range still in good cook- WISE WOMEN buy Avon. . .
tails.
$21.000.00.
ing condition. Will sell cheap. Wiser women sell Avon. You
best buys we have seen. Three
WILL TAKE few selected horses
Phone 492-8410 after 5:00 p. m. can earn in your spare time
bedrooms, family room, 14
100 ACRE FARM 3 miles northoaths, draperies included. Call east of Murray, just off Van- for training. Boarding facilities 50-ACRE FARM near New Con1TP selling near home. Call or write
Mrs Evelyn I. Brown, Avon
and pasture. Blackwell Stables, cord with a real nice 3-bedroom
to see this bargain.
Road. Approximately telephone 753-6977.
cleave
LIKE NEW floral hide-abed by Mgr., Shady Grove Road, MarDec.41-C house with aluminum siding.
50-, in cultivation and has good
Large modern kitchen with
Simmons, one year old. Phone ion, Ky. 42064. Phone 965-3363.
THREE-BEDROOM brick veneer grain bases. This is good pro- SAWS FILED. electric heaters dishwasher, double oven stove
753-5677.
N-24-C
H-N -22-C
land.
in Almo on five acres of
ducing land and is available and all small appliances repair- and refrigerator included. Well
Under good fence. Electric heat at $200.00 an acre if sold im- ed. 512 R So. 120 St., 753-6067. fenced, and really priced right.
arid is air conditioned. Good buy mediately.
N-Z2-C WE HAVE many excellent buys
for person wanting to keep a
In houses as well as other proWOULD
LIKE
to
keep
a
small
pony or hogs.
AT 1620 CATALINA we have
perty at this time. Financing
child
in
my
home
five
or
six
WE NOW HAVE the Cook a 3-bedroom brick home, with
available
for qualified buyers.
Sanders house on North 7th nice living room, kitchen with days a week. Phone 753-6561. Come by our office at 502 MaN-21-C
Street Has four bedrooms, nice dining area and built-ins, wallple Street or call us at any
den with fireplace. This place to-wall carpeting, draperies, MAN middle-aged, needs work. time to discuss details. This is
is near downtown and is worth central heat and air, Pi baths Experienced in several types a good time to buy. We apprecsv,
the money.
and large utility room. Owner of work. Phone 436-4482. N 22-C iate your business
will consider trade for ether
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
olyester Cord Runs Smonthand Coo
CARPET CLEANING
ROUGH. TWO lovely property, including farm land
0o., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
A.
FLOORSTRLPPING,
rewaxing Kentucky,
iberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
'hree bedrooms, cen Priced $19,500.00.
Phone
753-4342;
r1:11/1; and air, carpet and WE HAVE a number of other and buffing, also rug binding. Home phones: Donald R. Tuck
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
listings and will appreciate dis- Sales of complete line of house- er, 753-5020; Bobby G. Grogan
11 modern
't HAVE numerous lake cot- cussing your Real Estate needs hold and commercial cleaning 753-4978; W Paul Dailey, Jr.,
Luxurious Turnpike Design
supplies and waxes. Murray 753-8702.
alias, lake lots, farms, lots of with you.
.asom...sow -mow
Ca rpc t and Floor Care, 753very type.
N-22-c
N-24-P
'fl NEEW NEW listings. Call TO BUY--eee val. TO SELL-- 9272.
It will pay you to
YtkU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE
s for sh appraisal of your pro- list with as.
NOTICE
NOW.'
criy. No cost to you until we FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
check on the price bf these hyes1
ell; We appreciate your con- and Maple Streets. Office phone,
4111111011w
IOW -D 411.1110.
753-7333. Home phones: Fulton
1 dance.
Young, 753-4946; R. B. Patterson, 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson,
ALL YOUR Real Estate
753-1534.
GUY
call
or
by
come
aids
N -24-C
PANN REAL ESTATE AG
8 Apartments -6
CY at 518 West Main, Nsoriel Hotel Building Busineu
All in good condition. _Easy to rent. Will pay for ithone 753-7724. Home Phone: KING SIZE LOTS or acreage.
lots,
Level
trees.
with
some
Louise
753-25137.
Spann.
uy
Corner of Sixth & Mom
Phone 753 5862
self in 4i years Priced to sell immediately. Will
ker, 753-2409; Onyx Ray, 753- Oaks Club Road Country Club
Estates, telephone 7534077.
19; Gary Young, 753-8109
n2lc
help with financing. Call 753 7992. anytime.
Dec.4•C
N-24-C
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A BRICK and stone just coca PRICE REDUCED $3500.00 on
pleted with many new featurei a 4-bedroom brick house on
of the building industry. Feat- large inady lot. This house has
uring a full basement, formal Large Paneled family room with
dining room, 2% baths, fire- range dishwasher, disposal, a
place in family room with a large living room with dining
rustic finish, recreation room, area and wall-to-wall carpet,
double garage, large sundeck den r study, utlity and bath
with electric grill for your out- on 1,:t floor, has 4 bedrooms
door living pleasure. All elec- and bath on 2nd floor, lots of
tric, qualifying as a Gold Me- closet and cabinet space, cardallion home. City school dis- port and outside storage room.
trict. Let US show you this out- This house is now vacant and
standing home.
can be bought for $25,000.00 •
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Hospital Report

JONES ANIL
(Continued Prom Page One)
approximately half of all of its
graduates in December, June
and August of the 1968-69 year
qualified for public school
teaching certificates. Brother
Jones has an important part in
the teacher education program
at Lipscomb.
Brother Jones will lead dis:ussion groups in the workshop,
eighth,
seventh,
including
ninth, tenth, eleventh and
twelfth grades, during the hour
from 5 to 6 p.m.
At 6 p m., a covered dish dinner will be served by women of
the Seventh and Poplar Street
Church of Christ. After this
meal, the workshop will reconvene in the auditorium for singmg and closing talks by Bro:hers Jones and Christy.
David Lipscomb College is a
arivate, Bible-related senior liberal arts college, which is staffed and supported by members
af churches of Christ. It is one
of the few senior colleges today requiring daily Bible study for all students.
On October 3, President
Athens Clay Pullias officially
opened Lipscomb's 79th year,
at which he announced an alltime record enrollment of 3,097 iii the college, high school
and elementary school, of
which 2,205 are enrolled in the
4 college classes.

ADULTS 94
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MSU Budget.... Calloway
Meetinued From Page One)
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APOLLO 12.... Leslie R.
(Continued From Page One)

(Continued From Page I)

bar of the First United MethoExtendon Office. Mrs. Ern- This Is really the first chance dist Church and was an ordainined faculty than in former the
est Madrey and Mrs. Milford we've had to get a look at the ed minister of the church.
years."
Orr were appointed to meet moon. That backside doesn't
He had been a member of
figured
levels
He said salary
ADMISSIONS
with the Extension Council tad look anything like what we were the Murray Lions Club for thirare
in the budget for faculty
the 4-H Club Council concern- on."
ty years serving as president of
Mrs. Kathleen Dunn, 1015 Sh- based upon the median salaries
Bean said the moon looks the Weal club in 1945-46. He
ing this project
in"hcnchmark"
comparable
.if
arpe, Murray; Mrs. Novella Comeeting
Mee.
spectacular
from
the
more
orbit
Following
was a member of the Lions
llins and Baby Girl, 601 Maple stitutions in North Carolina and Barletta Wrather, local area than it does on the surface.
Club in Iowa for ten years beBenton; Mrs. Mary Hancock and the seven states which border agent, was hostess for a lunch- "You can see all these gigantic
fore coming to Murray.
Baby Boy, Shady Oaks Trl Crt., Kentucky
eon at her home on Farmer craters. When you get on the
Mr. Putnam was highly achave
estiroates
service
Debt
No. 85, Murray; Mrs. Pamela
surface, it's interesting, down tive in helping to move and
Avenue.
Bond and Baby Girl, 318 No. nearly tripled, he emphasized,
Attending the training meet- there, naturally, but it's not too restore the old C.alloway Cobetween pre
Main, Benton; Miss Clara Eag- in the span of time
unlike just being out on unty Court House which is now
Tommy Marshall, Project Chairman and Bill Daughtwo bien- ing were Mrs. Robert Rowland, much
last
the
of
paration
le, 1206 Olive, Murray; Mrs.
field of pumice on earth." located next to the Dixieland erty, Secretary-Treasurer, Murray Optimist Club are comservice Almo; Mrs. Lydia Overby and a big
debt
Total
budgets.
nial
Annette Schmidt, 311 So. 15th
Scientists Hail Feats
Shopping Center on the Mur- pleting Pb. final details for the Optimist Club Cushion Sale,
)
in Mrs. James Pritchett, Dexter;
St., Murray; Mrs. Athe Peal, in 1968-69 was $755,733 and
Scientists
on
earth
hailed
Mrs.
ray State campus. It is a tour- to be conducted on November 25, 1969, 500 p.m. to 9715OF
and
Wrather
$757,393 - com- Mrs. Bill
1969-70
is
202 Poplar, Murray; Rural Jotheir achievements and their ist attraction and is open each p.m. The receipts from this fund raising protect will go to
requests for the corn Marvin Parks, Harris Grove;
Sit. Murray Little League Football Program and 'The
nes, 312 So, 9th St., Murray; pared to
wives expressed their sentim- Sunday afternoon.
°Atli"$1,988,78 and Mrs. James Hutson, New Hope;
biennium
of
ing
1st Club Scholarship Program which will provide financial
Miss Diane Beale, Almo; Willents by lining up in a row and
ProviSurvivors
New
are
his
Miller,
wife,
Mrs.
Alice
Mrs.
$1,992,737.
iam Hill, Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs.
dence; Mrs. John Workman and holding up signs which read: Neva S. Putnam, 1508 Chestnut support to area students desiring to attend Murray State
Christine Story and Baby Girl,
He listed four projects which Mrs Charles Crawford, North "Proud", "Thrilled", "Happy." Street, Murray; one daughter, University.
Dr Wernher von Braun, dir- Mrs. H. L. (Louise) Carter of
109 B Walnut Crt., Benton; Baby he said attribute to the higher Murray; Mrs. Ina Nesbitt and
Boy Armstrong, Rte. 7, Murray; debt service - a seven-story Mrs. Rudy Dunn, Paris Road; ector of the Marshall Space Greenville, N. C.; two sons,
Mrs. Dessie Lyons, Rte. 1, Dov- general classroom building, an Mrs. Ernest Madrey. Mrs. Carl Flight Center, which developed Raul Putnam of San Francisco,
er, Tenn., Mrs. Gertrude Out- 11-story addition to the fine Harrell, and Mrs. Graham Felt- Apollo 12's Saturn 5 rocket, toid California, and Loren Putnam
land, Rte. 2, Dover, Tetmg Mrs. arts building, an academic-athle- ner, Penny; Mrs James With- UPI "This flight sufficiently of Columbus, Ohio; two brothNellie Ward, 112 So. 10th St., tic complex, and a general set erspoon and Mrs Brent Mann- proves that scientists can go ers, Irvan Putnam of Boulder,
where they want to go and land Oolorado, and Charles Putnam
Murray; Mrs. Ludic Cole, Rte, vices building.
ing, South Murray; Mrs. Milof Florida; three grandchildren,
"Buildings to be completed ford Orr, South Pleasant Grove; where they want to land."
2, Murray.
We have made an extensive survey of the merchants
before the end of the next bien- Mrs. Holmes Dunn and Mrs. One of the astronauts' part- Stephen Putnam, Mrs. Charles
and business men of the city of Murray, and just can't
DISMISSALS
alum also contribute to a high- Harry Russell, Suburban; Mrs. ing shots was to send the as- Driver, and Miss Pamela Cartfind anyone who thinks the proposed payroll and occuer opersti)nal and maintenance Bobby Grogan and Mrs. How- cent section of their lunar len- er; one groat grandson, Jonader
smacking
than
back
on
the
moon
facilities,"
Leland
physical
Carter.
pational tax Is necessary. In fact the opposition to the
for
expense
Paul Bailey, Rte. 2, Murray;
ard Ramsey, Town and CounFuneral services will be held
Mrs. Lucy (Mary) Alderdice, be continued
try; Mrs. Lowell Palmer and at 3,780 m.p h., setting off vitax is almost 1N per cent. Will the very-very minute
Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Era FarmMrs. Max Hurt, Wadesboro; brations felt for more than 40 Sunday at two p. m. at the chaminority who want the tax please stand up. If you are
other
these
listed
Sparks
Dr.
Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs. Pat minutes by the seismometer pel of the J. H. Churchill Fuer, 505 Vine, Murray; Mrs.Reba
they
had
left
neral
behind
one
of the small group who want the tax, will you please
Home
with
proposDr.
Samuel
in
the
Bogard, and Mrs. Harry Lee
Clayton, 312 So. 8th St., Murray; factors involved
Dr. Maurice Ewing, one of R. Dodson, Jr., officiating.
Garland, Westside.
let us know who you are - we just can't find anyone
1, cd budget increase:
Mrs. Lagenia Miller, Rte
tne project scientists, said "the
Entombment will be in the
Need for improved student
Farmington; Mrs. Frances Shea,
who Is In favor of the proposed tax.
duration was most surprising, Murray Mausolew:n at the Murhealth,
such
as
areas
in
services
Rte, 6, Murray; Mrs. Artie Petty,
ray
just
as
many
other
things
Cemetery
on
with
the
ombudsarrangeuniversity
508 So. 2nd St., Murray; Mrs. library, a
ments by the J. H. Churchill
he moon have been."
MERCHANTS STEERING COMMITTEE
Dorothy Rogers, 1637 Catalina man, counseling, and an expandII el••
"As for the meaning of it Funeral Home where friends
center.
computer
ing
Bradburn
Hale. Treasurer
Dr., Murray; Miss Gloria Kolhe sustained vibrations, I'd ra- may call after seven p. m. to(Continued From Page One)
-More faculty personnel to
tinsky, Box 858 Hart Hall MSU,
tcontlnued From Pimp 1)
her not make an interpretation day (Friday).
enrollment increases
Church on Sunday night at 7:00 Murray;
Miss Diane Beale, provide for
The family has requested that
f it right now," he said.
faculty-stu.
the
reduce
and
to
Almo; Edgar Rowland, Ile So.
careful look at implementing
in lieu of flowers that contrithe'
particularly
at
ratio,
dent
Conrad, Bean and Gordon butions be made
The Rev. Danskin, of Nor- 12th St., Murray; Mrs. Lois Mithe amendment.
to the Kenand gradura
folk, Neb., has returned to the ller, 1401 Main St., Murray; Ho- upper division
"The need is to do a thorough woke up at 12:45 a.m. EST to- tucky Lions Eye Research In
day
after
only
four
United States on completion of mer Lovett, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. levels.
said,
and
oneand responsible - job," he
stitute through the Murray
-Higher costs for equipment,
his three-year term of United Essie Blalock, 725 Nash, Mur-to provide for legislation to ac- half hours' sleep.
Lions Club.
instructional
materials
and
ser
Spent Time Cleaning
Methodist missionary service. ray; Join Mayfield, Sedalia; Galcomplish the objective the peoThey had been scheduled to
He will speak at a luncheon on Bailey, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. vices.
ple seek."
KenneiLY scheduled for
.--Loss of revenue because of
at the United Campus Ministry Gracie Wilson, Rte. 4, Murray.
The revenue commissioner sleep seven hours but they Cape
reduction in the number of out- offered two suggestions. The spent a long time houseclean- March 12.
on the MSU campus on WedFra Mauro is believed to be
of-state students.
nesday, November 26. In additfirst was that persons who wish ing, particularly Weaning up
He said healik service per- to be taxed as a "preferred" the lunar dust Conrad and Bean a blanket of nick debris gougion he will speak to some classsonnel at the apiversity will be use rather than potential rate tracked aboard after traipsing' ed up from beneath the sures at MU. Anyone interested
face by a great meteoroi_d_thet
doubled to include two physic- make application to the tax as- around the moon's craters.
Danskin'
Rev.
with
in talking
ians and four registered nurses. sessor.
The extra day of orbital flight smashed into the moon and creshould contact Rev. Fred MorThe other would require was added to give the astro- ated the basin known as the
ton at the United Campus Min- (Continued From Page One)
farmland, when sold, to be tax- nauts time to photograph three Sea of Rains.
istry.
The other two sites being
He, four other Americans and cupational tax has been dised at not less than the sale potettial landing sites of high
photographed were the craters
value. This would cut down on interest to scientists.
six Brazilians - the Brazil cussed for several months and A DIRTY PLACE
land speculation by "protecting The sites include the Fra Lalande and Descartes.
Team - participated in an ex- came to a climax when the city
Walks May Be Lengthened
SPACE CENTER, Houston the farmer who wants to re- Mauro formation Apollo 13 asperimental mission program. council approved action of the
Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the MurApollo Spacecraft Manager
Functioning as a community, Finance Committee of the Mur (UPI)-The moon is a dirty main on the land and farm," tronauts James E. Lovell and
ray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
McDivitt
said
Conrad
James
A.
ray
City
Council
to
in
include
devised
their
place,
he said.
the 11 members
Fred W. Raise are scheduled to
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
"I'll tell you one thing, we're
Shift Burden
own discipline and worship and the anticipated income of the
explore after a launch from and Bean did so well on their
moonwalks .the surface excursSen. C. Gibson Downing, Da variety of channels of service city, funds from a payroll tax going to be a couple of dirty
ions planned for Apollo 13's exte a poor neighborhood of Cla- and an occupational license tax. boogers" Charles "Pete" Con- Lexington, said Luckett's first
A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
The Finance Committee has rad said Wednesday as he and, suggestion might shift the burplorers may be lengthened.
in, a city of 500,000 just outbeen
working
The
reunion
docaing
with
on
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
an
ardinance Alan L. Bean walked the den to the county tax commisside Rio de Janeiro.
Gordon, the silent minority of
sioners rather than to the legActivities of the Team in- which is scheduled to bed next surface of the moon.
FRIDAYS TO ASSIST THE LOCAL BUYERS
Apollo 12, was a moment of
cluded Saturday night pro. Tuesday on the first reading.
"I'm not kidding," Bean told islature as the public had inemotion.
grams for teenagers, extensive An ordinance must be read at mission controllers a little tended to set guidelines for
The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
"You're home free!" Gordon
visitation to area Methodist two regular meetings before later, "we are really getting property assessments. Downing
cried
as
the
two
ships
locked
said
the
second
suggestion
miyouth groups, English classes, it becomes law.
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock indirty
out
here. Every time you
The merchants committee putogether with a gentle jolt as a
ght be criticized from the
literacy work, children's recreamove
something
dustry
of this area a strong boost. We need your
the
dust
flies
YORK
NEW
(UPI)
-The
world television audience wattion and vacation programs, mu- blished an advertisement in yes- and in this low gravity it really standpoint that the amendment,
opened lower today in ched via the color camera on
market
business
and support and invite you to call 753terday's
Ledger
and
Times
urgas
passed,
"is
direction,
leageared to 'use;
sic classes, choir
takes off, goes way up in the
turnover.
moderate
ing
all
firm
owners
and
emnot to purchase price."
the command ship.
5334 for top hog quotations
dership training and library reConcern over tight credit, "Super job, Richard, that was
ployees to appear at the coun- air and it comes in and lands
Luckekt said his department
novation.
on
you."
normal
year-end
tax
selling
and
has not really gone into the
beautiful," Conrad replied.
The team is part of a new cil meeting next Tuesday.
The astronauts also found dirt
Several present at the meetmatter of implementation yet, pre-weekend evening up opera- Donald Wiseman, manager of
thrust in world missions which
on parts of their landing craft, because
they waited to see if tions again were expected to the ALSEP Apollo lunar surinvolves national churches in ing yesterday indicated that the
and during their second moon the amendment
work against the list, although face experiments package prowould pass.
the planning and execution of tax would give the city govwalk photographer Bean told
"We will be trying to put belief was spreading among gram, said scientists were very
projects. American missionaries ernment a surplus of funds
serve at the request of the nat- and they opposed this think- Conrad: "Slow up. Don't kick something on paper that will investors that technical factors pleased with the operation of
dust in the middle of my best cover as many of these may be about ready to take the
geophysical
observatory
ional church in partnership or ing.
Apparently the crux of the polarized picture."
kinds of problems as possible," over after eight consecutive left on the moon.
servant roles.
opposition
lies
in
the idea that
he said.
selloffs.
Born in North Platte, Neb ,
"The legislatiom ought to be
Shortly after the opening the
Mr. Danskin grew up in Nor- gross receipts of a business
rather_ restrictive at the beginPI
marketwide
indicator
folk. He was graduated from must be declared at the city
nine he suggested. "It is much showed a loss of 0.29 per cent
Nebraska Wesleyan University hall, that the new tax plan will
at Lincoln in 1960 and received give the city more funds than
The total mobilized forces easier to relax if you have over- on 316 issues on the tape. There
the master of arts degree from it needs, that those present in World War I on both sides done than to eliminate a pre. were 152 declines and 81
ferred taxpayer once he has advances. 1,2
the University of Nebraska two generally opposed the payroll was 65,038,810 men.
enjoyed the benefits."
years later. In 1985 he received tax and that other method shoto 511,2 in the oil
Shell rose
*0*
The committee voted to have group, but Occidental eased 12
the bachelor of divinity degree uld be used to raise necessary
from Drew University, Madison, funds No alternative plan was
The Ku Klux Klan, Inc. was the Legislative Research Com to 2478. Texaco was unchanged
mission staff work with Luck.
N. J.
organized in 1915.
9
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,ing
.
at A2m
offered at the meeting.
tars department in drafting prothe chemicals, Du
The meeting was congenial in
posed legislation. The Kentucky
Pont gained 14 to 113%, while
nature with no vinchotiveness
The cornerstone of the U.S. Farm Bureau Federation, which Union Carbide held steady at
&splayed. It was stressed that
backed the amendment, also is
those present merely opposed Capitol was laid in 1851.
40.
expected to aid in the drafting.
Bethlehem added 3,8 to 291 4 In
the new tax plan and at the
sane time had great respect foe
the steels, but Lockheed lost lei
the city councilmen as indivito 19% in the aerospace group.
The Hazel Junior Beta Ciao duals and as the representatIn the electronics, Control
met Thursday, November 6, to ives in city government.
'
,Man%
Data slid 1 8 to 110%,
discuss a project for this year.
to 51% on a block of 15,300
collect
35,fagd
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83,4,
A3 loa 3(.0
,
ed IBM
a
dn
money for the Paducah Teleto
thon for the crippled children. DISARM BOMB
Texas Instruments 14 to 117.
On Saturday, November 8, the
General Motors gained 1 8 to
YOKOHAMA, Japan (UPI)members met to canvas the
74%, but Chrysler fell la to
town of Hazel. They collected Japanese police Monday night
381e. American Motors was
1105.00 which will be used in disarmed a time bomb placed
unchanged at 11,8.
needed.
this area when
near a gate of the American
International Nickel fell 11 8
The members went to the Consulate in Yokohama. A
391/2 on a block of 2.0,000
to
television studio late Saturday consulate guard said he saw
shares, while Polaroid dropped
night, November 15, and were two men plant the bomb at 11
1% to 136Ia .
an television at 2:15 am. Sun- p.m. and then drive off.
Fractionally lower were Wesday.
Experts said it was set to go
tinghouse down 3,8 at 61, leoew's
off at midnight.
Theatres off la to 361,2, City
Investing ¼ lower to 281i, and
Woolworth off % to 397s.
Xerox picked up 78 to 103,
(Continued From Page One)
Itek IA to 6478, and General
GREEN ROCK
Telephone 1 8 to 331 8 ,
go doubt as to the subject unSPACE CENTER, Houston
der discussion.
(UPI)-The Apollo 11 moonEXPLAINS PROCEDURES
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Dougal
green."
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Armstrong visited the Conrad
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he might get tangled up in it gingerale green."
the evening.
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